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Abstract 
The Relationship between Crude Oil and Natural Gas Prices and its Effect on Demand 
By Jennifer Rosthal 
The overall theme of the three chapters is the relationship between the prices of 
natural gas and crude oil, and the factors that cause short run departures from the long run 
equilibrium price relationship. In the first chapter, we find evidence that the link between 
natural gas and crude oil prices is indirect, acting through competition at the margin 
between natural gas and residual fuel oil. We also find that technology is critical to the 
long run relationship between fuel prices, and short run departures from long run 
equilibrium are influenced by product inventories, weather, other seasonal factors and 
supply shocks such as hurricanes. 
Once establishing that this long run relationship exists, I extend my research to 
determine what drives this price relationship in the second and third chapters. 
Specifically I focus on the driving demand factors that keep these prices moving together. 
In the power sector, I focus on substitution between natural gas and crude oil on two 
levels. First, I focus on dispatch decisions and where natural gas generation falls on the 
stack relative to oil-fired generation. Starting with a translog functional form the paper 
estimates switching within NERC regions and sub-regions. However, there are some 
limitations with this functional form and the inability to capture this switching is made 
clear through an examination of plant-level switching behavior. Therefore, a new 
functional form is introduced that allows for an S-shaped dispatch as a function of the 
ii 
crude-to-natural gas relationship. This new functional form produces results that are 
cohesive with the plant-level switching analysis. 
The final chapter focuses on demand in the industrial sector. Using Texas natural 
gas consumption tax data, I take a sectoral look at the demand response to deviations in 
the long run relationship between crude oil and natural gas. I find that industries with 
natural gas as a feedstock are far less responsive than industries with high natural gas 
consumption for fuel, but not as a feedstock. I further find that certain industries, such as 
oil and gas production, are more responsive to local gas prices while others, such as brick 
manufacturing, are more responsive to hub prices. This analysis uses both OLS and IV 
techniques as well as correcting for dynamic panel data problems using Arrellano Bond 
and bias correction in the least squares dummy variable methodology. 
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Chapter 1 The Relationship of Natural Gas to Oil Prices 
We investigate the relationship between the prices of natural gas and crude oil, 
and the factors that cause short run departures from the long run equilibrium price 
relationship. We find evidence that the link between natural gas and crude oil prices is 
indirect, acting through competition at the margin between natural gas and residual fuel 
oil. We also find that technology is critical to the long run relationship between fuel 
prices, and short run departures from long run equilibrium are influenced by product 
inventories, weather, other seasonal factors and supply shocks such as hurricanes. 
1. Introduction 
The relationship between natural gas and crude oil prices affects both energy 
consumers and providers, especially by influencing their incentives to invest in 
inventories or different types of energy using equipment. Energy market traders also are 
interested to know whether there is a tendency for the relative prices of different energy 
commodities to return to a particular value, since if such a tendency exists it might form 
the basis of a trading strategy. A historical "rule-of-thumb" of a ratio of WTI to the 
Henry Hub of 10:1, so that natural gas priced at one-tenth the price of a barrel of crude 
oil, seemed to disintegrate during the late 1990s and early 2000s, evolving to something 
closer to 6:1. Variability in the relative price relationship, which has in fact ranged from 
4:1 to 12:1, has prompted questions as to whether or not the prices of natural gas and 
crude oil has decoupled, or if there is a stable relationship at all. 
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In this paper, we use monthly data from February 1990 through October 2006 to 
demonstrate the existence of a long run cointegrating relationship between the residual 
fuel oil price, the natural gas price and technological change in electricity generation. We 
thus provide a technological explanation for the apparent change in the relationship 
between crude oil and natural gas prices in recent years. By estimating a vector error 
correction model (VECM) that includes some stationary exogenous variables, we also 
identify shocks that cause departures from that relationship. The VECM also allows us to 
identify a causal ordering in price adjustment, and how fast that adjustment occurs. 
We begin from the premise that electricity generation plays a key role in 
influencing the relative prices of different energy commodities. In a recent paper, 
Hartley, Medlock and Rosthal (2007) show that substitution between natural gas and 
residual fuel oil is particularly strong in a few regions in the United States where there is 
sufficient system-wide switching capability.1 Even in regions where individual plants 
cannot switch between fuels, different types of plant can be operated for different lengths 
of time as fuel prices change, extending the switching capability of the system. 
Plant and grid level switching between different fuel types by electricity 
generators imposes strong pressure to limit deviations in the relative prices of competing 
fuels. Specifically, when possible, generators will arbitrage the cost of producing 
electricity in dollars per megawatt hour ($/MWh), which equals the price of fuel in $/Btu 
1
 They also found limited substitutability between natural gas and distillate-fired peaking plants. Natural 
gas and heating oil also compete in space heating applications. We find in this paper, however, that the 
relationships between distillate, natural gas and residual fuel oil were quite weak at the aggregate level. 
Eliminating the few marginally significant distillate variables did not materially affect any of the remaining 
coefficients and hence the variables have been omitted to simplify the exposition. 
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times the heat rate in Btu/MWh. Hence, changes in the heat rates of the plants using the 
different fuels will change their relative competitiveness. We therefore argue that the 
development of combined cycle gas turbines (CCGT) has raised the attractiveness of 
natural gas as a fuel for generating electricity. The resulting demand-side pressure, in 
turn, has contributed to an increase in the price of natural gas relative to fuel oil and 
hence also to crude. 
2. Previous Research 
Other authors have considered the cointegration of various energy prices. Of 
particular interest to us are papers that examine the cointegration of prices of different 
commodities.2 One paper in particular considered the relationship between natural gas 
and residual fuel oil prices. Serletis and Herbert (1999) test for the existence of common 
trends in daily natural gas prices at Henry Hub and Transco Zone 6, the price of power in 
PJM, and the price of residual fuel oil at New York Harbor from October 1996 through 
November 1997. They find that the three fuel prices are cointegrated and that Transco 
Zone 6 prices adjust significantly faster than do Henry Hub prices to deviations in their 
long run relationship. Serletis and Herbert also find that fuel oil prices show no 
significant adjustment to deviations in the long run relationship with either Henry Hub or 
Transco Zone 6 natural gas prices. However, the Transco Zone 6 natural gas price does 
appear to adjust to movements in the fuel oil price at New York Harbor, indicating 
2
 There is also a literature examining the cointegration of a single commodity across different locations 
(see, for example, DeVany and Walls (1993, 1999) and Siliverstovs et al. (2005)). 
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regional competition between the two fuels. Their results thus support weak exogeneity 
of fuel oil prices in the system of equations. Similarly, the fact that the Transco Zone 6 
price adjusts most quickly to both long run price relationships suggests that it is in a sense 
the "most endogenous" price of the three, a result that is not surprising given that Transco 
Zone 6 reflects a local end-of-pipe market. 
Building on this analysis, Serletis and Rangel-Ruiz (2002) examine the existence 
of common price cycles in North America energy commodities using the daily prices of 
natural gas at the Henry Hub and WTI from 1991 through 2001. In addition, they studied 
cointegration of U.S. and Canadian natural gas prices. They concluded that natural gas 
prices at Henry Hub and AECO (a liquid pricing point in Alberta) demonstrate common 
cycles, but Henry Hub and WTI do not have common price cycles. They claim this 
decoupling of U.S. energy prices is a result of deregulation. 
Villar and Joutz (2006) examine the apparent decoupling of the prices of WTI 
crude oil and Henry Hub natural gas in more detail, finding a cointegrating relationship 
between the two prices that exhibits a positive time trend. This indicates that the prices 
have a long run relationship that is slowly evolving rather than constant. Villar and Joutz 
estimate an error correction model that includes exogenous variables such as natural gas 
storage levels, seasonal dummy variables, and dummy variables for a few other transitory 
shocks. Their analysis supports the findings of Serlitis and Rangel-Ruiz (2002) that the 
price of WTI is weakly exogenous to the price of natural gas at the Henry Hub. 
Brown and Yiicel (2007) used an ECM to analyze weekly prices from January 
1994 through July 2006. They found that the price series are cointegrated over this 
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period, indicating a stable long run relationship.3 They found that short run deviations 
from the estimated long run relationship could be explained by market fundamentals such 
as storage levels, weather, and the quantity of production shut-in due to hurricanes. They 
report that the price of natural gas at Henry Hub responds significantly to the deviation 
from the long run relationship, changes in the prices of natural gas for the preceding two 
weeks, and the change in the price of oil one week earlier. Furthermore, they report that 
weather and storage levels both have significant effects on the price of natural gas by 
moving it temporarily away from the long run relationship to crude oil prices. Similar to 
previous studies, Brown and Yucel found the direction of causality is from the price of 
WTI to the price of Henry Hub, but not the other direction. 
Bachmeir and Griffin (2006) also examine the evidence for cointegration within 
as well as across various commodity markets. Specifically, they find that various global 
crude oils are strongly cointegrated, but that the cointegrating relationship between coals 
in the U.S. is not strong. Moreover, they report that cross-commodity cointegration in the 
U.S. is weak, and conclude that the market for energy can only be considered a single 
market for primary energy in the very long run. By contrast, Asche, Osmundsen and 
Sandsmark (2006), using data for the U.K., report that the prices of crude oil, natural gas 
and electricity are cointegrated. Moreover, they find that there is a single market for 
primary energy in the U.K. in which price is determined exogenously by the global 
market for crude oil. In addition, they conclude that changes in regulatory structures and 
capacity constraints can make prices appear to be more or less cointegrated. Neither of 
3
 However, they also found that a cointegrating relationship does not exist if they consider the shorter time 
period of June 1997 through July 2006. 
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these studies, however, considers the influence of exogenous variables, such as weather 
and inventories, on short run price adjustment. In addition, none of the studies we 
reviewed considered the influence of technology on the long run price relationships. 
We also examine the relationship between oil and natural gas prices. Like Villar 
and Joutz, we use monthly data and attempt to find a stable cointegrating relationship 
between gas and oil prices by adding an additional variable, but we consider technology 
rather than a time trend. More specifically, we assume that an electricity producer 
chooses among alternative fuels to minimize costs in $/MWh given as the fuel price times 
the heat rate. The substantial increase in combined-cycle power generating capacity over 
the past decade has lowered the capacity-weighted average heat rate for natural gas 
plants, effectively lowering the cost of producing electricity with natural gas relative to 
other fuels. Since a substantial amount of fuel competition occurs in the power sector, we 
would expect this technological change to have affected the long run relationship 
between natural gas and crude oil prices. Thus, we hypothesize that the increased 
efficiency of producing electricity with natural gas is responsible for the increasing price 
differential observed by Villar and Joutz. 
We also follow both Villar and Joutz and Brown and Yiicel by allowing market 
fundamentals such as storage levels and weather to influence the short run dynamic 
relationship between the prices. Finally, while much of the recent literature focuses on 
the relationship between the prices of crude oil and natural gas, we follow the earlier 
papers by Serletis et. al. in relating gas prices not to the price of crude oil but rather to the 
prices of the main competitive oil product, namely residual fuel oil. However, we also 
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allow crude prices to enter the system of equations that we estimate and thus to influence 
both of the other prices. 
3. Data 
We examine a system of three fuel prices: the price of natural gas at the Henry 
Hub (compiled from Natural Gas Weekly), the wholesale price of residual fuel oil and the 
price of WTI crude (the latter two series were obtained from the EIA web site). We 
examine the price of Henry Hub rather than natural gas prices in other regions because 
variations in basis differentials primarily reflect transportation constraints, and hence the 
shadow value of scarce transportation capacity, rather than changes in the value of energy 
as such. Consistent with our theoretical framework, fuel prices are expressed in real 
2000$/MMBtu,4 and are deflated using industrial electricity retail prices, which most 
closely resemble a wholesale output price for the electricity sector.5 
4
 The conversion factors for energy content, obtained from the EIA website, are 1.03 MMBtu per thousand 
cubic foot for natural gas, 6.287 MMBtu per barrel for residual fuel oil, and 5.8 MMBtu per barrel for WTI. 
5
 We related real rather than nominal prices since general inflation could make any nominal price non-
stationary and the general inflation rate would need to be included in the cointegrating relationship. This 
may obscure the real relationship between the different energy commodities. From the perspective of a 
cost-minimizing electricity producer, the relevant real input price for each fuel is the nominal price times 
the heat rate divided by the price of electricity. Taking logs, we estimated the cointegrating relationship. 
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Figure 1.1 Real Commodity Prices (Feb 1990-Aug 2006) 
c h ^ c h c j . ^ o s o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
Henry Hub - WTI Residual fuel oil 
Sources: Natural Gas Weekly and the Energy Information Administration 
Figure 1 plots the real prices of WTI, residual fuel oil and natural gas at the Henry 
Hub in $2000/MMBtu. It shows that natural gas prices have tended to relate more closely 
to residual fuel oil than to crude prices. Specifically, gas prices have tended to fluctuate 
around residual fuel oil prices with alternating periods of several months to a year where 
they are persistently above or below the residual fuel oil price. In some brief episodes, 
however, the natural gas price spikes substantially above the residual fuel oil price, and 
even the West Texas Intermediate (WTI) price, in energy-equivalent terms. 
The heat rate data were constructed from two sources. The EPA NEEDS 2006 
data provides the heat rates for many generating plants in the U.S., but very few 
capacities and no information about month of first use. To obtain the additional 
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information, the EPA data were matched to the facilities listed in the EIA Form-860 
(Annual Electric Generator Report) based on generator identification codes, in-service 
year, fuel, and prime move type.6 The formula used for calculating the capacity weighted 
heat rate for plants using fuel of type/in month t (HRf) is then given as 
^ (Capacity!( * HeatRateft) 
H R f
 ^ " 1 Capacity !, 
i 
for all plants i using fuel / that were available for use at any time during month t. The EIA 
database provides as many as six energy sources for any one generator. Only the primary 
energy source was considered for the heat rate calculations. The use of the heat rate 
variable in our analysis restricts us to using data at the monthly frequency. One advantage 
of using monthly data, however, is that we can cover quite a long time series from 
February 1990 to October 2006. 
Other variables used in the dynamic adjustment process include beginning of 
period inventory levels, variables reflecting weather conditions, and a variable to capture 
disruptions to Gulf of Mexico production as a result of hurricanes. The inventory 
variables, which were obtained from the Energy Information Administration web site, 
allow for short-term supply availability to either mitigate or exacerbate the effects of 
shocks on price movements. For natural gas, we used working gas in storage at the end of 
the previous month (beginning of the current month), and, for residual fuel, we used 
n 
monthly stocks at the end of the previous month measured in thousands of barrels. 
6
 The specific matching methodology we used is available upon request. 
7
 Natural gas inventories are measured in units of trillion cubic feet. We converted the residual fuel oil 
stocks to trillions of barrels prior to the regression analysis. 
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The weather variables are included to capture the effects of weather on demand 
and hence price. The variables were calculated using data on heating and cooling degree-
days (HDDt and CDDt) from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA). Normal seasonal variations in weather were calculated by the 15-year average 
degree-days for each month (HDDavgt and CDDavg,) over the period 1990-2005. These 
were not included in the dynamic adjustment equations, however, since we also included 
monthly indicator variables.8 Instead, we included deviations in heating and cooling 
degree-days in each month, measured as the actual values minus the 15-year average: 
HDDdev, = HDDt - HDDavg, 
CDDdevt = CDDt - CDDavg[ 
We also included a measure of extreme winter weather events calculated as the top decile 
of the HDD distribution:9 
[0 if HDDdev is not in the top 10% of values 
HDDext = \ 
[HDDdevt if HDDdev( is in the top 10% of values 
The hurricane variable is included to capture the price impacts of short term 
supply disruptions. We derived the variable by regressing Federal Offshore Gulf of 
Mexico natural gas production on a cubic time trend and a set of dummy variables 
representing periods when major hurricanes, as reported by NOAA, affected Gulf 
producing areas. 
8
 An argument for including monthly effects rather than normal weather variables is that seasonal factors 
other than weather, such as the distribution of holidays or variations in the number of working days in a 
month, could influence demands for different types of energy commodities and hence prices. 
9
 A similar extreme cooling-degree day variable was neither numerically nor statistically significantly 
different from zero in any equation. 
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NG°"lf = a. + a{t + a/ + a/ + X Z D,+£r ( 1 ) 
i <j ' ' 
In equation (1 ),j indexes the hurricanes that tracked through producing areas in the Gulf 
of Mexico within the sample period, tj indexes months for which hurricane j had a 
statistically significantly negative effect on production (relative to trend), and Z) =1 for t 
= tj and 0 otherwise. The measure of shut-in production due to hurricanes is then 
HurrShutInt = ^ 8jt D . 
j <, 
We take this approach to capture the effect of hurricanes for multiple reasons. 
First, a number of hurricanes over this period affected production beyond the month in 
which they occurred. The method we use allows moderating effects over a number of 
months. Second, unlike a simple dummy variable for the months of major hurricane 
strikes, our method allows different hurricanes to affect production by different amounts. 
Third, we allow for slow moving changes in Gulf production for other reasons, such as 
depletion or new discoveries, by measuring shut-in production as statistically significant 
deviations from a smooth polynomial time trend. The method indicates production was 
lost due to hurricanes during August-September 1992, October 1995, September 1998, 
September-October 2002, September-October 2004, and September-December 2005.10 
10
 Using a dummy-variable instead of our measure of lost production made the coefficient on the hurricane 
shut-in variable less significant but did not materially affect any of the remaining coefficients. Another 
alternative involves using data from the MMS to measure shut-in production 
(www.gomr.mms.gov/homepg/whatsnew/hurricane/history.html). However, these statistics are not 
consistent over the entire sample period, and do not generally track shut-in production for an extended 
period. Our measure also has the virtue of measuring statistically significant variation in total production 
from the Gulf of Mexico, which is what is relevant as a supply shock. 
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We also included an indicator variable (Chicago) for February 1996. The first 
week of that month was very cold in many parts of the U.S. and produced very high 
demand. In particular, when coupled with low storage levels, the period witnessed 
unprecedented prices of natural gas in the Chicago market area that were transmitted 
back to Henry Hub. Although we have included variables to capture the effect of extreme 
weather on high prices, the 1996 incident had a peculiarly large effect on prices. This 
might be related to the then relatively new emergence of major market hubs so that hub 
services such as "parks and loans" were not widely used at that time.11 
Finally, we allowed for seasonality in the adjustment process by including a set of 
monthly dummy variables. The natural gas price has a pronounced seasonal pattern, and 
although inventories rise and fall in an effort to arbitrage seasonal price movements, they 
do not eliminate them. Nevertheless, we might expect that inventory levels and normal 
weather conditions could explain seasonal price movements. However, other factors such 
as the number of days in a month, and normal seasonal demand patterns in fuel 
" The February 1996 episode is discussed in Natural Gas 1996: Issues and Trends available at 
www.eia.doe.gov/oil_gas/natural_gas/analysis_publications/natural_gas_issues_and_trends/it96.html. The 
EIA notes on page 21 that "some industrial gas consumers paid more than $45.00 per MMBtu in Chicago 
in order to avoid pipeline imbalance penalties of over $60.00 per MMBtu." On page 78 they claimed, 
"Other evidence that market centers are not being fully utilized is the size of the daily price spikes 
experienced this past winter." "Parks and loans" services can mitigate the impact of such combinations of 
severe weather and low storage levels because they allow consumers to meet contractual obligations while 
smoothing the profile of capacity utilization on market area pipelines. Brownfield and greenfield 
expansions of pipeline infrastructure (by Northern Border and Alliance) after the winter of 1996 increased 
access to Canadian supplies and storage and helped mitigate similar problems in subsequent years. 
13 
consumption may not necessarily be captured by seasonal changes in inventories and 
12 heating or cooling degree-days. 
4. Analysis and Results 
Engle and Granger (1987) showed that if two series, y\t and yzu are cointegrated, 
then there must exist an error correction representation of the dynamic system governing 




Ay2, = a20 + or21Q,-i + a22lAy]l_l + ]T a2X,Ay2,,-, + e2t ^ 
i=i 1=1 
where Q,_] is an error correction term representing the deviation from the equilibrium or 
cointegrating relationship between y\j-\ on yij-\. The coefficients on Q(_i are speed of 
adjustment parameters measuring how fast y\t and y2, revert to their long run equilibrium 
relationship. Note that since y\t and yi, are cointegrated, the estimation of y\t and y'2t is 
superconsistent and the series Q,t can be treated in the estimation of the ECM as if it were 
known. Each equation in the system above has the desirable property that if we are at 
long run equilibrium (Q, = 0) and there is no change in any of the other variables, there 
will be no change in yu and )>2t, provided the intercept terms (ocio and OC20) are equal to 
zero. 
12
 We also investigated the use of actual weather rather than deviations from normal, but the monthly 
dummies remain significant. Thus, we adopt the approach taken here. 
The premise of the ECM is that, although natural gas and residual fuel oil prices 
are each non-stationary (or more specifically integrated of order 1), there exists a stable 
long run relationship between them. Statistically, if two non-stationary variables are 
cointegrated, the residual after estimating their cointegrating relationship will be 
stationary. Phillips-Perron tests indicate that the levels of the logs of the three price 
variables and the relative heat rate variable are non-stationary and integrated of order one, 
/(l). The remaining variables are all stationary, 7(0). 
To obtain a better understanding of the relationship among the prices and the 
relative heat rate variable, we estimated a VAR on a vector Y, of natural gas price, 
residual fuel oil price, WTI, and the relative heat rate using Johansen's maximum 
likelihood method.14 Since the elements of Yf are each 1(1), the changes in the variables 
at time t, AYt, are estimated as a function of Y,_i and n lags of AY,, where the optimal n is 
determined using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The rank of the matrix 
multiplying Y,_i is the number of cointegrating relationships in the system. The errors 
13
 The test statistics are Z(p) = -8.725 and Z(t) = -2.082 for ln(PNG) and Zip) = -155.443 and Z ( f ) = -
12.306 for Mn(I^G). For ln(P'f"), the test statistics are Zip) = -6.639 and Z ( f ) = -1.666 compared with Zip) 
= -131.664 and Z(t) = -10.836 for Aln(Prfo). For ln(Pwn), the test statistics are Zip) = -4.839 and Z(t) = -
1.345 compared with Z(p) = -143.120 and Z(t) = -11.493 for MniPw"). For ln(HRrel), the test statistics 
are Z(p) = 1.363 and Z(f)= 1.898 compared with Zip) = -63.369 and Zit) = -6.133 for AIn(HRrel). The 
interpolated 10% critical value for Z(p) is -11.133, and for Z ( f ) it is - 2.573. For the weather, the statistics 
are Zip) = -161.882 and Z( f ) = -11.074 for HDDdev, and Z(p) = -136.925 and Z( t) = -10.005 for 
CDDdev. For the storage variables, they are Z(p) = -59.174 and Z( t) = -5.426 for ngstor, and Zip) = -
23.467 and Zi t) = -3.774 for rfostor. 
14
 For more information on maximum likelihood estimation in this context see Hamilton (1994). 
15 
from the estimated cointegrating relationships are then used to construct an error 
correction model similar to that used in the Engle-Granger method. 
The Johansen tests imply that there are two cointegrating relationships, and the 
AIC indicates that the optimal number of lags n is one. The two normalized cointegrating 
relationships are given as:15 
ce, = In P ^ 0 - 0 . 3 3 2 7 - 0.6540 I n + 3.5045 In 
(0.2612) (1.7855) y HRf" J 
ce, = In /v +0.2053— 0.8914 In/? (3) 2
 ' (0.0708) v ' 
Table 1.1 gives the corresponding estimated vector error correction model 
(VECM). The coefficients on the two cointegrating equations imply that only natural gas 
prices respond to divergences in the first long run relationship ce \ and only residual fuel 
oil prices adjust in response to deviations in ce2. Furthermore, the negative coefficients 
imply that the subsequent adjustments will tend to restore the long run relationships. 
The fact that neither changes in the WTI price nor changes in the relative heat rate 
variable respond to deviations in the two cointegrating relationships implies that both of 
these variables are weakly exogenous.16 The VECM also implies that the WTI price 
15
 The likelihood ratio test of the over identifying restrictions in this normalization yields a statistic 
tf = 0.7779 with a p-value of 0.378. 
16
 A test that the coefficients on and ce2,<-1 are zero except for c e I M in the natural gas price 
adjustment equation and ce2,r-1 in the residual fuel oil price adjustment equation yields a test statistic 
x\ =5.35 (p = 0.4994). A test that only the coefficients on ce1?,_, and ce2,,~ 1 in the WTI equation are zero 
yields a test statistic x\ = 0.38 (p = 0.8257), while a test that both coefficients on celi(_i and ce2j-\ are zero in 
the relative heat rate equation yields a test statistic £ = 4.72 (p = 0.0946). While this is just significant at 
the 10% level, neither coefficient individually is significantly different from zero (the corresponding z-
statistics have p- values of 0.273 and 0.199). Finally, a joint test that the coefficient on cei,,_i is zero in the 
continued... 
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influences the remaining prices mainly through its effect on the residual fuel oil price. 
However, the estimated dynamic adjustment process in the VECM needs to be treated 
with some caution since the AIC test for lag length only considers uniform increments of 
all lags in all equations. In addition, the system may omit important exogenous variables 
such as the weather and storage variables and this could bias the estimated coefficients. 
To investigate more flexible dynamic adjustment models, we used the Engle-Granger 
two-step methodology. 
Table 1.1. Estimated VECM model (without exogenous variables) 
Var iab le A l n P , w AlnP/ /" AlnP, 1™ A l n H R r e l , 
cei.,-i - 0 . 1 6 6 9 " * (1.0010 -0 .0128 -0 ,0004 
(0 .0455) (.0.0259) (0 .0263) (0 .00041 
Ce2,M 0.0031 - 0 . 1 5 2 2 " -0 .0092 -0.001 1 
(0 .1002) (0 .0570) (0 .0580) (0 .0008) 
AlnP ( ( NG 0.1478* 0 . 1 4 6 5 " * 0 .0536 -0 .0006 
(0 .0780) (0 .0444) ( 0 . 0 4 5 ! ) (0.0007.) 
A lnP r , 0 .1306 -0.1718* - 0 . 2 0 8 6 " 0 .0027* 
(0 .1835) (0 .1044) (0 .1062) (0 .0015) 
AlnP,., WTI 0 .1316 0.4858*** 0 . 3 2 7 5 * " -0 .0015 
10.1892) (0 .1077) (0 .1096) (0 .0016) 
AlnHRrel , , -0 .0181 -5 .3305 -3 .6922 0 . 6 5 2 0 * " 
(6 ,5275) (3 .7142) (3 .7801) (0 .0545) 
constant 41.00001 -0 .00001 -0 .0002 -0.0003*** 
(0.01 13} (0 .0064) 1.0065) (0 .0001) 
R2 0 . 1 2 4 9 0 .2442 0 .0625 0 .5701 
X27 Test of joint significance 27.4 62 .03 12.81 254 .57 
residual fuel oil equation and the coefficient on ce2,t-1 is zero in the natural gas equation yields a test 
statistic ^=0.001 (p = 0.9986). 
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Engle-Granger Methodology 
The Engle-Granger method estimates each cointegrating relationship individually 
using ordinary least squares (OLS). Then, the errors from those cointegrating equations 
are included, along with the exogenous variables, in short run dynamic adjustment 
equations to explain adjustment to the long run equilibrium. Following the Johansen 
method results, we estimated equations (4) and (5) below by OLS17 
( 
In PNG = 0.0701 + 0.8779 lnP^" - 3.0032 In — ' — +£A,G . (4) 
(0.0913) (0.0849) (0.5785) \ H R f ) ' 
In P'f" = -0.2931 + 0.9637 In Pm' + e'f° (5 ) 
(0.0339) (0.0234) ' 
Since the Phillips-Perron test indicates both residuals are stationary, in each case there is 
a stable long run relationship and the parameter estimates will be superconsistent.18 The 
strong and statistically significant negative coefficient on the relative heat rate in (4) 
indicates that improvement in the heat rate of gas relative to oil fired generating plant has 
raised the price of natural gas relative to residual fuel oil as hypothesized. Furthermore, if 
we omit the relative heat rate from (4) the residual is closer to being non-stationary. In 
addition, if we use WTI rather than the residual fuel oil price in (4), the residual is non-
stationary at the one percent level. 
17
 The estimated standard errors are in parentheses below each estimated coefficient. 
18
 For em , the test statistics are Zip) = -30.793 (10% critical value -11.133) and Z(t) = -4.033, which has 
a MacKinnon approximate p-value of 0.0012, while for ef', the test statistics are Zip) - -25.686 and 
Z{f)~ -3.719, which has a MacKinnon approximate p-value of 0.0039. 
Next, we estimate the short run dynamic adjustment to the long run relationships 
including stationary variables Xh such as storage levels and weather, which affect short 
run price adjustments. Using i f c to denote the predicted residual from (4), the ECM for 
the change in gas prices can be written as 
A In PtNC = +a0(L)X0l+y0(L)AlnP*' +S0(L)A\nP™ 
+0o (^)Aln + cofa 
Equation (6) reveals that if we are at long run equilibrium, so that af'3 = 0, and all other 
variables remain unchanged, then the price of natural gas will remain unchanged. 
Otherwise, if sfG > 0 (gfG <0), the price of natural gas is above (below) its long run 
equilibrium value, and if < 0 subsequent movements in the natural gas price will tend 
to restore the long run equilibrium relationship between fuel prices. The terms 
y0{L), S0(L) and </>0(L) in (6) are polynomials in the lag operator while, since X is a vector, 
a0(L) is a matrix of polynomials in the lag operator. 
An equation similar to (6) can be written for the dynamic price adjustment of 
residual fuel oil as 
Aln Pf° = Pw + fiusf"\ +at (L)Xtl + y (L)Aln PtNG + <5j (L)Aln 
+</)] (/.)Aln Pw" +a>f' 
where sP", the predicted residual from (5), represents deviations from the long run 
equilibrium between the residual fuel oil price and WTI. The interpretation of the 
variables in (7) is analogous to that for (6). 
To provide a baseline for our subsequent analysis, we estimated (6) and (7) using 
ordinary least squares (OLS). Variables that proved individually and jointly insignificant 
at the 10% level, apart from the full set of monthly dummy variables and the change in 
WTI prices, have been eliminated from the equations.19 The results are reported in Table 
2. The monthly dummy variables are not reported, but are available upon request. 
Several features of these estimated equations are of interest. First, all variables 
have the expected signs, and diagnostic tests indicate the models fit the data reasonably 
well while leaving uncorrelated and homoskedastic residuals. Second, the change in the 
residual fuel oil price has a much larger effect in the natural gas price equation than vice 
versa. Third, while the contemporaneous (and lagged) change in WTI has a large effect in 
the residual fuel oil equation, its coefficient in the natural gas equation is much smaller 
and not statistically significantly different from zero. This suggests that crude oil prices 
influence natural gas prices mainly via competition with residual fuel oil as hypothesized. 
19
 The OLS analog of the equation for A in / f " from Table 1, and using the OLS estimates of the 
cointegrating relationships, is 
A In P ™ = 0.001 - 0.001 $ h * ' + 0.001 s f ° ™ + 0.047 A In P"" - 0.210 M n P f " 
(0.007) (0.026) (0.057) (0.045) (0.106) 
+ 0.336 A In P™ - 3.241 A! nHRrel, , 
(0.110) (3.758) 
Table 1.2. Error correction model estimation results. 
O L S IV 
V a r i a b l e A l n P , v o A l n P , * A l n P , ™ A l n P , * 
ei-i - 0 . 2 3 1 6 " " - 0 . 1 6 6 8 * " - 0 . 2 3 1 3 " * - 0 . 1 6 6 6 * " 
( 0 . 0 4 2 7 ) ( 0 . 0 4 0 7 ) ( 0 . 0 4 2 7 ) ( 0 . 0 4 3 2 ) 
A l n P / 6 0 . 0 7 4 6 " * 
( 0 . 0 2 7 1 ) iO.OSIIi , 
A l n P , , "<•' 0 . 2 3 1 9 " * 0.0656** 0.2251*** 0 . 0 6 5 7 " 
( 0 . 0 6 6 0 ) ( 0 . 0 2 6 6 ) ( 0 . 0 6 5 6 ) ( 0 . 0 2 7 0 ) 
A l n P , , « ; - 0 . 1 1 0 4 ' -0 .1086* 
( 0 . 0 5 9 4 ) ( 0 . 0 5 9 3 ) 
A l n P / " 0 . 5 1 7 3 * " 0 . 5 9 0 9 * " 
( 0 . 1 4 1 5 ) ( 0 . 1 1 6 2 ) 
A l n P , , * - 0 . 1 7 2 0 * - 0 . 1 8 0 7 * 
( 0 . 1 0 1 9 ) ( 0 . 1 0 2 4 ) 
AlnP, w " 0 . 0 7 5 7 0 . 7 0 3 9 " * 0.6996*** 
(0.1 •»')>) ( 0 . 0 4 7 4 ) ( 0 . 0 5 6 8 ) 
AlnP,., w " 0.2184*** 0.2205*** 
( 0 . 0 4 8 5 ) ( 0 . 0 4 8 6 ) 
ngs tor - 0 . 1 1 9 6 * " -0.1193*** 
( 0 . 0 3 4 9 ) ( 0 . 0 3 4 9 ) 
r f o s t o r -1 .973* - 2 . 0 5 8 4 " 
( 1 . 0 2 3 0 ) ( 1 . 0 5 5 2 ) 
HDDdev, 0.00068*** 0.00067*** 
( 0 . 0 0 0 2 4 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 2 4 ) 
H D D d e v , , - 0 . 0 0 0 4 8 " * -0.00048*** 
( 0 . 0 0 0 1 8 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 8 ) 
CDDdev, 0.00136*** 0 . 0 0 1 3 8 * " 
( 0 . 0 0 0 4 3 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 4 2 ) 
C D D d e v , , - 0 . 0 0 0 7 8 * - 0 . 0 0 0 8 1 * 
( 0 . 0 0 0 4 2 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 4 2 ) 
H D D e x t 0 . 0 0 0 8 0 " 0.00038*** 0 . 0 0 0 7 7 * 0 . 0 0 0 3 6 " 
( 0 . 0 0 0 4 0 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 3 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 4 0 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 6 ) 
HurrShut ln 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 1 " * 0 .000031*** 
( 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 1 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 1 ) 
Chicago, 0.6164*** 0 . 6 2 7 4 " * 
( 0 . 1 0 7 3 ) ( 0 . 1 0 6 0 ) 
Chicago , , •0.6875*** -0.6781*** 
( 0 . 1 1 6 4 ) ( 0 . 1 1 4 9 ) 
N 197 198 197 197 
R2 0 . 6 2 2 0 0 . 7 4 5 3 0 . 6 2 1 3 0 . 7 4 5 2 
Joint s igni f icance F M , 7 O = 1 0 - 7 6 F I 8 I 7 9 = 2 9 . 1 0 F2 5 l 7 l = 10 .69 F 1 S I ; , = 2 8 . 6 2 
Q-s la t (12 lags) Z2 , , = 1 7 . 0 1 9 r , , = 15 .843 X2 , , = 1 6 . 8 4 2 X2,,= 15 .292 
Breusch-Pagan Tes t X2, = 0 . 6 0 X2, = 0 . 0 0 
Hausman T e s t X 2 „ = 0 . 0 6 r „ = i . i o 
*** indicates s igni f icance at t h e I % level, ** indicates s ignif icance at t h e 5 % level, and * indicates s igni f icance at t h e 10% level . 
Statist ically ins ignif icant variables a re r e p o r t e d in grayed f o n t . 
A potential problem with the OLS estimates is that the prices of residual fuel oil 
and natural gas may be jointly determined. To examine this possibility, we re-estimated 
the equations using instrumental variables (IV) using the weather variables, own 
inventories, lagged values of own price, and current and lagged values of WTI as 
instruments. The weather variables are exogenous, and the OLS results suggest that only 
the most extreme winter weather directly affects residual fuel oil prices. We therefore 
used the contemporaneous and lagged heating and cooling degree-day deviations, as well 
as the hurricane shut-in variable, as instruments for the change in natural gas prices in (6) 
. We also used beginning of month inventories as an instrumental variable in each 
equation. Although beginning of month inventories should influence the change in price 
over the subsequent period, they should not be influenced by that change in price. 
The OLS results suggest the twice-lagged change in natural gas price does not 
directly affect the change in residual fuel oil price, but is correlated with the 
contemporaneous change in the natural gas price. Hence, it is also a reasonable 
instrument for the contemporaneous change in natural gas price in the residual fuel oil 
equation. Similarly, the OLS results imply that the twice-lagged change in residual fuel 
oil price does not directly affect the change in the natural gas price. Hence, we also use it 
as an instrument for the contemporaneous change in fuel oil prices in the natural gas 
equation. 
Since the price of WTI is determined in the world oil markets, it is effectively 
exogenous with respect to changes in the U.S. markets for residual fuel oil and natural 
gas. The OLS results also suggest that although changes in the residual fuel oil price are 
highly dependent on changes in WTI, the influence of WTI on natural gas prices is not 
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statistically significant once the effects of residual fuel oil prices have been taken into 
account. We therefore also used the contemporaneous and lagged change in the WTI 
price as instruments for the change in the residual fuel oil price in (6) (after dropping the 
change in WTI price as an exogenous regressor in that equation). 
Table 1.2 also presents the IV estimates of equations (6) and (7). Hausman tests 
for exogeneity suggest that one can treat the change in residual fuel oil price as 
exogenous in the natural gas price adjustment equation and vice versa. The estimated 
OLS and IV coefficients are generally very similar. However, the coefficient on changes 
in natural gas prices in (7) becomes statistically insignificant, while the estimated effect 
of residual fuel oil prices in (6) increases in both magnitude and statistical significance. 
This suggests that the residual fuel oil price causes movements in the natural gas price, 
but that the converse is not true. In turn, while the WTI price influences the Henry Hub 
natural gas price, it does so indirectly by affecting the residual fuel oil price. 
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Table 1.3. Final OLS and VECM Results 
O L S V E C M 
V a r i a b l e A l n P " ' A l n P , 1 * A l n P , v c A l n P , ' / " A l n P , ™ 
- 0 . 2 3 0 5 * " -0.1800*** 
- 0 . 2 3 0 6 * " - 0 . 1 9 2 6 0 " 
( 0 . 0 4 2 6 ) ( 0 . 0 4 1 1) ( 0 . 0 4 0 7 ) ( 0 . 0 3 9 6 ) 
AlnP,. , " a 0 . 2 2 6 9 * " 0 . 0 6 9 2 " 0 . 2 2 5 9 * " 0 . 0 7 3 8 * " 
( 0 . 0 6 5 2 ) ( 0 . 0 2 7 1 ) ( 0 . 0 5 6 2 ) ( 0 . 0 2 6 3 ) 
A l n P , , N G - 0 . 1 0 9 5 * - 0 . 1 0 9 2 " 
( 0 . 0 5 9 2 ) ( 0 . 0 5 6 2 ) 
A l n P / ' " 0 . 5 5 7 3 * " 0 . 6 0 6 0 * " 
( 0 . 0 9 1 6 ) ( 0 . 2 2 9 0 ) i'O.f)H05,s 
A l n P , , * - 0 . 1 7 6 8 * - 0 . 1 8 6 9 * 
( 0 . 1 0 1 2 ) ( 0 . 1 0 5 1 ) 
AlnP, WT' 0 .7335*** 0 . 1 7 2 6 
( 0 . 0 4 7 0 ) ( 0 . 1 8 4 4 ) 
A l n P , , m 0 . 2 1 9 3 ' " 0 .3160*** 0 . 2 1 5 8 " 
( 0 . 0 4 9 3 ) ( 0 . 0 5 9 1 ) ( 0 . 0 9 7 7 ) 
ngs to r -0 .1184*** -0 .1198*** 
( 0 . 0 3 4 8 ) ( 0 . 0 3 3 9 ) 
r f o s t o r - 2 . 1 6 5 8 " - 2 . 5 9 8 7 " 
( 1 . 0 3 9 1 ) ( 1 . 0 0 8 8 ) 
HDDdcv 0 .00067*** 0 . 0 0 0 6 9 * " 
( 0 . 0 0 0 2 4 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 2 2 ) 
H D D d e v , ! - 0 . 0 0 0 4 8 " * - 0 . 0 0 0 4 8 * " 
( 0 . 0 0 0 1 8 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 7 ) 
CDDdev , 0 . 0 0 1 3 8 * " 0 . 0 0 1 3 9 " * 
( 0 . 0 0 0 4 2 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 4 0 ) 
C D D d e v , , - 0 . 0 0 0 8 1 * - 0 . 0 0 0 7 9 " 
( 0 . 0 0 0 4 2 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 3 9 ) 
H D D e x t 0 . 0 0 0 7 8 * 0 . 0 0 0 4 7 * " 0 . 0 0 0 7 5 * 0 .00045*** 
( 0 . 0 0 0 4 0 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 3 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 3 8 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 2 ) 
Hur rShu t ln 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 1 " * 0 .000031*** 
( 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 1 ) ( 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 0 ) 
Chicago, 0 . 6 2 5 3 * " 0 . 6 1 8 0 " * 
( 0 . 1 0 5 6 ) ( 0 . 1 0 1 3 ) 
C h i c a g o , , -0 .6786*** - 0 . 6 9 0 1 * " 
( 0 . 1 1 4 9 ) ( 0 . 1 0 7 0 ) 
N 197 198 197 197 197 
R 2 0 . 6 2 2 0 . 7 3 4 6 
Jo in t s ign i f i cance F«.,7, = "-2 3 F n | 8 0 = 2 9 . 3 0 
Q - s t a t ( 12 lags) X 2 , 2 = 1 7 . 0 8 7 X 2 , , = 17 .287 X 2 , „ 8 = 1 3 2 . 1 3 3 
Helero s kedaslicity or ARCH X2, = 0 . 7 8 X2, = 0 . 3 2 X 2 , , = 12 .018 X 2 i 2 = 8 . 3 8 8 x 2 p = 1 4 . 5 2 5 
* * * ind ica tes s ign i f icance at t h e 1 % level , ** indica tes s ign i f icance at t h e 5% level , a n d * ind ica tes s ign i f i cance at t h e 10% level . Sta t is t ical ly ins ign i f ican t 
var iables a re r e p o r t e d in g rayed f o n t . 
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We conclude that the natural gas price adjustment equation can be estimated using 
OLS despite the inclusion of contemporaneous changes in residual fuel oil prices. It will 
differ from the OLS equation in Table 2, however, since the WTI price will be excluded. 
Similarly, the residual fuel oil price adjustment equation can be estimated using OLS, but 
will differ from the OLS equation in Table 2 since contemporaneous changes in natural 
gas prices will be excluded. Table 1.3 presents the resulting final regression equations. 
The right panel of Table 1.3 presents a vector error correction estimate of the 
same model using the OLS estimates of the cointegrating equations. These estimates 
were obtained by three stage least squares using the program JMulti (Liitkepohl and M. 
Kratzig, 2004). The two sets of estimates in Table 1.3 are similar except for the 
coefficients on the current change in the WTI price in the residual fuel oil equation. A 
potential problem with estimating a system of equations is that if one of the equations is 
misspecified the estimates in the other equations can be affected. Since developing a 
model of the world oil market is beyond the scope of our analysis, the model for the 
change in the WTI real price is rudimentary. It includes only the variables found to be 
statistically significantly different from zero in Table 1.1. Even then, the lagged change in 
the fuel oil price is not statistically significant in the VECM formulation. 
Despite the possible problems, we needed the VECM formulation to calculate 
impulse response functions. These are graphed in Figure 1.2, along with 95% Hall 
bootstrap confidence intervals obtained with 250 bootstrap replications. The impulse 
response functions suggest that both the residual fuel oil and natural gas prices adjust 
proportionately in the long run to movements in the WTI price, with the residual fuel 
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price approaching full adjustment within a few months and the natural gas price taking a 
little longer. In all other cases, the shocks have a period of significantly positive effect on 
the residual fuel oil and natural gas prices, but the effects ultimately disappear. Since only 
lagged natural gas prices have an effect on the residual fuel oil price, the impulse 
response for residual fuel oil of a natural gas price shock is non-monotonic. 
The price adjustments are stable in the long run because the estimated coefficients 
on deviations from the long run relationships, gfj; and , are negative. Deviations from 
the long run relationships thus cause natural gas and residual fuel oil prices to return to 
their respective long run equilibrium relationships with residual fuel oil and WTI. 
The estimated coefficients also show that weather significantly affects short run 
price movements. Deviations from normal weather tend to influence only the natural gas 
price, but extreme deviations in cold weather significantly affect the residual fuel oil 
price. Since the coefficients on HDDdev and CDDdev are almost completely reversed 
after one period, unusual weather evidently has short-lived impacts on natural gas prices. 
In addition, extremely cold weather in Chicago in February 1996 had an especially large 
20 
effect on natural gas prices, but the change was reversed the following month. 
20
 There is considerable evidence the Chicago incident is an outlier. Omitting Chicago, and ChicagoM 
raises the standard deviation of the residuals from 0.0919 to 0.1090, reduces the minimum residual from -
0.2528 to -0.4930 and the maximum from 0.2290 to 0.5370. The r-statistic for including Chicago, is 5.35, 
and for adding Chicago,_i it is -5.34. Omitting these variables also reduces the R2 from 0.6214 to 0.4682, 
while the test for joint significance of the included variables becomes /* 23,173 = 6.62 instead of f 25,171 = 
11.23. Furthermore, omitting these variables substantially reduces the magnitude and statistical significance 
of the coefficients of A in p " f \ A l n p* and HDDext, while raising the magnitude (and standard error) of the 
coefficient of ngstor. 
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The estimated negative coefficients on the product inventory variables imply that 
higher beginning of month storage leads to lower prices over the month, holding all else 
equal. This follows from the fact that inventories represent readily available supply in any 
given month, and ample supply will tend to reduce prices. As might be expected, 
hurricanes tend to have a significant impact on natural gas prices as supply is reduced. 
The estimated coefficient implies that for each billion cubic feet of production that is shut 
in as a result of a hurricane in the Gulf of Mexico, natural gas prices at the Henry Hub 
increase by approximately $1.03/MMBtu (= exp(0.000032* 1,000)). 
Finally, the monthly dummies (not reported in Table 3) reveal some seasonal 
tendency in the price series that is not captured by the other variables. With regard to 
months months 
Effect of residual fuel oil price shock on residua! fuel oil price Effect of natural gas price shock on residual fuel oil price 
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natural gas, holding all other variables constant, prices increase more than they do in 
January from August through December, and increase less than they do in January from 
February through July. However, only the differences from January in May, and October 
through December, are statistically significant. In the case of residual fuel oil, price tends 
to increase more in January than in any other month, but the differences from January are 
not statistically significantly different in July, October and November. 
5. Concluding Remarks 
This paper has demonstrated some important points regarding the relationship 
between crude oil prices and natural gas prices. First, our analysis suggests that the 
relationship between these two commodities is indirect, acting via competition between 
natural gas and residual fuel oil. Most of the previous literature has focused on a direct 
relationship between crude oil and natural gas prices. 
The second point, which is closely related to the first, is that the results indicate 
that crude oil prices are weakly exogenous to a system that includes the natural gas and 
residual fuel oil prices. More specifically, the results suggest that U.S. natural gas and 
residual fuel oil prices tend to respond to movements in the international crude oil 
market, but the reverse is not true. Thus, disequilibria in the long run relationship 
between natural gas and residual fuel oil prices can be driven by random shocks to the 
international crude oil market, which themselves influence disequilibria in the long run 
relationship between the prices of residual fuel oil and crude oil. 
Third, similar to Brown and Yiicel (2007), we find that variables such as weather, 
inventories, hurricanes, and other seasonal factors have significant influence on the short 
28 
run dynamic adjustment of prices. This is important because many other studies ignore 
these influences. In addition, prolonged periods of low product inventories or active 
hurricane seasons can extend periods of disequilibria by acting to counter the tendency of 
the system to return to long run equilibrium. This latter point is important for commercial 
considerations and short-term policy more generally. 
Fourth, the analysis indicates that changes in electricity generating technology can 
explain the apparent drift in the long run relationship between residual fuel oil and natural 
gas prices in recent years. The time trend found to be important in previous literature 
might be serving as a proxy for the evolving relative cost of fuels, taking into account 
improvements in the heat rate of natural gas fired generation capacity. None of the 
previous literature has considered the influence of technology as an explanatory factor in 
the evolving relationship between crude oil and natural gas. This is important because 
future innovations will influence the long run relationship between crude oil and natural 
gas in a way that simple time trends cannot identify. 
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Chapter 2 Electricity Sector Demand for Natural Gas 
1. Introduction 
Natural gas has risen from around 12% of energy used to generate electricity in 
the United States in the early 1990s to almost 17% in 2006. Over the same period, the oil 
share has fallen from around 4% to around 1.6%. Although these trends need not be 
linked, in this paper we present evidence of substitution between natural gas and oil 
products in the various North America Electric Reliability Council (NERC)21 regions of 
the United States during the period January 1992-December 2006. Furthermore, we show 
that improvements in the heat rates (or thermal efficiencies) of natural gas plants as a 
result of the development of CCGTs have influenced the relative demands for the two 
types of fuels. 
More specifically, this study provides evidence that the relative price of natural 
gas to oil products adjusted for relative heat rates influences switching between the fuels 
as inputs to electricity generation. An implication of our results is that, so long as both 
natural gas and oil products continue to be used to generate electricity, fuel prices have to 
adjust to keep both fuels competitive at the margin. In particular, changes in the relative 
heat rates of plants that burn natural gas and oil products should produce a shift in the 
long-term relative prices of natural gas and oil products. This paper therefore provides 
direct microeconomic evidence complementing the analysis of aggregate time series data 
21
 For reference, a map of the NERC regions is included in the appendix. 
in our companion paper (Hartley, Medlock and Rosthal (2008)) showing that the 
substitution between natural gas and oil products in electricity generation has served to 
maintain a link between natural gas and oil product prices in recent decades. 
There are several reasons why substitutability between natural gas and oil 
products is higher in the electricity sector than in other industries. As we demonstrate 
later, some electricity-generating plants can substitute fuel oil for natural gas at relatively 
low cost. More importantly, however, the relative position of different types of plants in 
the dispatch order (or supply stack) will change as fuel prices vary. When natural gas 
costs rise relative to oil costs, natural gas-fired generation shifts up in the supply stack, so 
that it will be dispatched later than cheaper oil-fired generation capacity. For combined-
cycle plants, the competing fuel will likely be residual fuel oil, while for gas turbines, the 
competing fuel will likely be distillate. Therefore, as natural gas plants are used less 
often, the demand for natural gas will decline while oil products demand increases. 
While we focus on oil products as the key competing fuel for natural gas, we also 
consider coal as a possible competitor. We find some evidence that coal prices affect 
natural gas demand in some NERC regions, but the sign of their effect suggests they are 
mainly a complement to natural gas rather than a substitute for it. However, the 
information on coal may be less accurate since we lacked the regional detail available for 
natural gas and oil products. We also do not examine potential substitutability (or 
complementarity) between natural gas and nonfossil fuel sources of electricity (such as 
nuclear, hydroelectricity or wind). As we explain later, this is partly also the result of data 
limitations, but technological factors also severely limit the ability of generators to 
substitute between natural gas and these alternative nonfossil sources of energy. 
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2. Previous Literature 
In an influential early study, Hudson and Jorgenson (1974) examined electric 
utilities as part of a wider study of the role of energy in U.S. industry. They focused 
mainly on linkages between nine key industry sectors and the relationship of those 
industries to macroeconomic factors and economic growth. They estimated a system of 
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equations, assuming a translog structure for the price possibility frontier for each sector 
with factor inputs of capital, labor, materials and energy composite goods. The industries 
producing the energy composite input for each sector were also modeled using translog 
price possibility frontiers with five inputs or outputs of coal, crude oil and wellhead 
natural gas grouped together, refined petroleum products, electricity and marketed natural 
gas. Hudson and Jorgenson emphasized that the key contribution of their paper was 
methodological. They contrasted their approach with the then prevailing input-output, or 
Leontief, approach for analyzing interactions between the energy sector and the rest of 
the economy. They emphasized that the translog price possibility frontier allows energy 
inputs to adjust in response to variations in relative fuel costs while the Leontief approach 
assumed fixed energy input-output coefficients. Much of the subsequent literature 
examining fuel consumption in the electricity industry has followed Hudson and 
22
 The translog (transcendental logarithmic) production function assumes that the output of a firm or 
industry can be written as a quadratic function of the logarithms of the factor inputs. For example, if the 
output is Q and the input factors of production are capital, labor, materials and energy, denoted F„ i= 1,...4 
the production function is 
4 _ 4 4 
InQ=a0 + l n F + ln F l n F 
The price possibility frontier, the dual of the production possibilities frontier, depicts the input and output 
prices for which profits are constant and equal to zero. In particular, it implicitly assumes a competitive 
industry with free entry, which is of questionable relevance to regulated utilities in the United States at that 
time. 
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Jorgenson in assuming a translog functional form. Part of the attraction of the translog is 
that it can be viewed as a second-order approximation to a more general function. 
Atkinson and Halvorsen (1976) also estimated a translog functional form in their 
study of interfuel substitution in U.S. electricity generation. However, they focused on a 
profit function rather than a price possibility frontier. They estimated their model on a 
sample of multiple-fuel plants for a single year (1972). Atkinson and Halvorsen note that 
the tiered structure for production assumed by Hudson and Jorgenson is tantamount to 
assuming fuel inputs are weakly separable from other inputs. The more general 
specification estimated by Atkinson and Halvorsen allows separability to be tested, and in 
most cases it was rejected. Perhaps not surprisingly for their sample of multiple-fuel 
plants, they found evidence of substantial interfuel substitution. A methodological 
innovation of their paper that was carried over to subsequent studies is that they treated 
the nonenergy factors of production as fixed inputs and thus included them as control 
variables in the fuel demand equations. 
Uri (1977) estimated a translog price possibility frontier for pooled annual data 
during 1952-74 in each of 10 census regions assuming a production structure similar to 
Hudson and Jorgenson. He found that regions with the greatest proportion of installed 
multiple-use capacity had the most elastic demand, while lower elasticities were found in 
regions where a single fuel represented a high proportion of total fuel costs. Uri (1978) 
estimated essentially the same model as Uri (1977) but using monthly data during the 
period July 1972-December 1976 for 10 regions consisting of slightly different groups of 
states than the census regions. 
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In a comment on Uri (1977), Hogarty (1979) noted that although Uri used census 
regions, firms or plants compete in power pools or NERC regions, and the geographical 
boundaries of the power pools are not coterminous with census regions. Hogarty also 
noted that environmental policies alter the relative desirability of different fuels, but these 
were not taken into account. Finally, Hogarty claimed that fuel switching at the plant 
level was quite uncommon (especially in the short run) and that running plants for 
different periods of time (that is, changing their order in the supply stack) was the 
primary manner in which substitution occurred. 
Uri (1982) again separated the analysis into the production of electricity using 
capital, labor and an aggregate energy commodity as inputs and then the determination of 
the fuel mix given a demand for the aggregate energy commodity. In this case, however, 
he assumed that the top level process is governed by a constant elasticity of substitution 
(CES) production function, although he still used the translog price possibility frontier to 
determine fuel shares in producing the aggregate energy commodity. The translog fuel 
shares model was estimated using pooled annual data from 1961-78 compiled by census 
region. Perhaps as a result of nonstationarity of the fuel prices, he found that the error 
terms were strongly serially correlated with a first order correlation coefficient of 0.9762 
(standard error of 0.0127). 
Bopp and Costello (1990) followed Atkinson and Halvorsen (1976) by including 
generating plant capacities as regressors, so the factor demand curves can be interpreted 
as short run demands holding capital fixed. They based their estimation on a short run 
cost curve that is assumed to be translog in the fuel prices and various "shift factors": 
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logC = a ( 0 ) + £ a t log p, ( l o g l o § Pi l o § Pj + 
i • ^ ^ i j 
1 2 
2 lo§ «lo§ Pi + 9 0°8 A ) + X lo§ A lo§ A 
where C is short run fossil fuel generating costs, pt are the coal, oil and gas prices to 
utilities deflated by the producer price index and q is total fossil fuel (coal, oil and gas) 
generation. The set of variables A represents the shift factors, which include the 
generating capacities of the different types of plants, total hydro and nuclear generation 
(taken as exogenous), and heating and cooling degree days (used to control for shifts 
between peak and off-peak demand). Bopp and Costello also included the lagged short 
run cost as a shift factor motivated by contracting and delivery arrangements that could 
delay short run adjustments to fuel price changes. Bopp and Costello then noted that 
Shephard's lemma implies that the derivative of C with respect to pt yields the demand 
for the /th input and hence concluded that the share of the z'th input in costs satisfies an 
equation 
Si = a, + aqi l og , + X a. log pj + aAi log A 
j 
Since the cost function is homogeneous of degree 1 in prices, and the factor shares have 
to add to 1 , 2 ^ = 1 a n d ^ a q i = ^ a A j = ^ ^T atj = 0. The restrictions imply that only 
i i i j 
two of the input demand equations need to be estimated. The third would then be 
determined by the adding up constraints. 
Bopp and Costello estimated the model using monthly data during 1977-87 for the 
four major census regions of the United States, with the southern region split into western 
and eastern zones to make a fifth region. They found that the fuel used to supply base 
load in each region had the most inelastic demand. In addition, they demonstrated that 
when the price of the base load fuel changed, the largest substitution was toward the most 
common peaking fuel in that region. They also estimated the same model at the national 
level, but found that the regional models performed better in reproducing historical data. 
Ko and Dahl (2001) reviewed the electric fuel substitution literature, including 
some of the articles mentioned above. They noted that few articles were published during 
the 1990s. They observed that the early literature (including Atkinson and Halvorsen 
(1976) and Haimor (1981)), which had focused on cross-sectional data, had found that 
the highest substitution elasticity existed between oil and coal. Ko and Dahl attributed 
this early trend to price controls in the natural gas market. They noted that a more recent 
paper, McDonnell (1991), indicated a greater substitutability between gas and coal. 
Additionally, they noted that studies ranging from the 1970s through the early 1990s 
largely agreed that oil was the most own-price elastic fuel. 
Ko and Dahl updated the literature, drawing on the increased availability of data 
from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Form 423 ("Monthly Report of Cost 
and Quality of Fuels for Electric Plants"). Specifically, they analyzed cross sectional data 
for 185 utilities in 1993 that burned at least two of the fuels, coal, oil or natural gas. They 
divided utilities into four groups based on their use of different combinations of the three 
fuels (coal and oil, coal and gas, oil and gas, and all three). They found that for utilities 
that use all three fuels, the own-price elasticity is highest (in absolute value) for oil, while 
cross-price elasticities indicate that coal is a substitute for both oil and natural gas, but oil 
and gas are not substitutes for one another. For utilities that use only two types of fuels, 
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oil and natural gas appear more responsive to coal prices than coal to either oil or natural 
gas prices, but all fuels appear to be substitutes for one another. 
Soderholm (2001) argued that short run interfuel substitution can occur not only 
via switching of input by dual-fired generators but also by changes in the dispatch order 
or by physical modifications of existing generating capacity.23 Using a translog cost 
function and annual data for six Western European countries in a panel model with fixed 
effects for each country, he estimated fuel input share equations for coal, oil, and gas. He 
expanded on the literature by including the effect of a load factor, defined as the total 
generation relative to peak demand. An increased load factor indicates a higher percent of 
base load generation, decreasing the cost share of peaking fuel (oil and gas). Soderholm 
estimated one model in which the effect of the load factor was constrained to be zero, and 
one in which the load factor coefficient was unconstrained. From the estimates, he 
derived own- and cross-price elasticities of demand for each type of fuel. He found some 
positive own-price elasticities, which may reflect nonconcavity in the cost function or a 
violation of the assumption that the translog functional form adequately approximates the 
underlying technology. Nevertheless, the results indicated significant cross-price 
elasticities, especially between peaking fuels, while base load fuel (coal) had a low own-
price elasticity. As expected, the results also indicated that, even at the annual level, an 
increase in a country's load factor raises the share of coal in overall cost while reducing 
the shares of peaking fuels. 
23
 Since plant modifications take some time, however, it is debatable whether they should be considered 
short run. Perhaps it would be more accurate to call them intermediate-run, since modifications probably 
can be made more quickly than building new plants. 
Bousquet and Ladoux (2004) looked at interfuel substitution in the French 
industrial sector assuming two alternative technologies. One technology allows for one or 
more potential energy inputs to be excluded as an actual input exogenously. The other 
flexible fuel technology assumes that a fuel that is not consumed in practice could have 
been consumed in principle, and that its absence is the result of an endogenous cost-
minimizing choice. Bousquet and Ladoux used a translog cost function for both 
alternatives, relying on virtual prices to find the corner solutions in the flexible fuel 
technology case. Specifically, they chose virtual prices so that a fuel that is not used 
would be at the margin of being used, and a set of inequalities and equalities define the 
fuel shares. Using maximum likelihood, they estimated a joint discrete (choice to use the 
fuel) and continuous (level of fuel use) model. They concluded that, regardless of the 
technology, substitutability is higher among firms that have the option of using three 
fuels rather than two. This is illustrated by decreased (in absolute value) own-price 
elasticities when only two fuels are available. Second, among firms that have the option 
of using three fuels, the fixed technology case results in higher demand responses to 
changes in own-prices and lower responses to changes in other fuel prices. 
The above publications all provided evidence of interfuel substitution in industry 
in general and in the electricity industry in particular. We are interested in a more specific 
question, however, than whether there is evidence of fuel substitution in generating 
electricity. We want to know whether the substitution is strong enough to maintain a 
long-term link between natural gas and oil product prices, and furthermore, whether 
changes in the heat rates of gas-fired generators have altered that long-term relationship. 
These concerns require that we examine the substitutability between natural gas and oil 
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products in the electricity industry over some period of time. Most of the above studies 
used a cross-section of plants in a given year rather than following a sample of plants 
over a number of years. 
A complication with using a longer time series of data is that the real fuel prices 
and technology are unlikely to be stationary. Indeed, our hypothesis that changes in the 
heat rates of natural gas plants have altered the long-term relationship between natural 
gas and oil product prices posits a cointegrating relationship between otherwise 
nonstationary variables. 
There also is a relatively recent literature examining cointegration of fuel prices in 
the context of the electricity industry. Serletis and Herbert (1999), for example, tested the 
existence of common trends in daily natural gas prices at Henry Hub and Transco Zone 6, 
the price of power in PJM,24 and the price of residual fuel oil at New York Harbor during 
October 1996-November 1997. They found that the three fuel prices were nonstationary 
and cointegrated, and that Transco Zone 6 prices adjusted significantly faster than Henry 
Hub prices to deviations in their long run relationship. Similarly, Asche, Osmundsen and 
Sandsmark (2006), using data for the United Kingdom, reported that the prices of crude 
oil, natural gas and electricity were cointegrated. Moreover, they found that there was a 
single market for primary energy in the United Kingdom with an exogenous price set by 
the global crude oil market. In addition, they concluded that changes in regulatory 
structures and capacity constraints could make prices appear more or less cointegrated. 
24
 PJM Interconnection is a regional transmission organization that coordinates the movement of wholesale 
electricity in all or parts of Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey, North 
Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia„and the District of Columbia. 
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In a companion paper (Hartley, Medlock and Rosthal (2008)), we investigate 
cointegration of natural gas prices, oil product prices and electric plant heat rates at the 
aggregate level. In this paper, we examine the issue at a more microeconomic level using 
a panel data set of U.S. electricity-generating plants measured monthly over the period 
January 1992-May 2006. Our analysis thus draws on both the cross-sectional and time 
series literatures discussed above. 
3. Real input costs 
Our analysis is based on the hypothesis that an electricity generating firm chooses 
among alternative fuels to minimize costs. Furthermore, if we take capital and labor as 
fixed inputs in the short run, the variable cost of generating electricity, in dollars per 
megawatthour ($/MWh), is given as the heat rate (Btu/MWh) times the fuel price (%IBtu). 
As a result, the relative heat rate between two plants using different fuels is fundamental 
to the decision to choose among alternative fuels, and so naturally part of the relationship 
between the prices of various competing fuels such as natural gas and oil products. 
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Figure 2.1. Capacity Weighted average natural gas heat rates (Btu/kWh) 
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Figure 2.2. Combined cycle gas turbine capacity (MW) 
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As a preliminary to the formal statistical analysis, Figure 2.1 depicts the capacity-
weighted average heat rate for natural gas-fired generation capacity in each NERC region 
over the period 1992-2006. Figure 2.2 shows that the reduction in heat rates has been 
accompanied by a rapid expansion in high efficiency CCGT generation capacity. In 
addition, we find that no such improvement in heat rates has occurred over the same time 
period for the oil-fired generation capacity (not pictured). 
We allow the relative cost of generating electricity using either natural gas or oil 
to affect the demand for natural gas as a fuel input. Specifically, for each NERC region i 
in each period t, we form a capacity-weighted real cost of natural gas using the plant-
specific heat rates and the average electricity price as deflator 
i w c 
NGRCost, = (8) 
j=i 
where iV, equals the number of natural gas-fired plants on line in NERC region or 
subregion i in period t. The capacity of plant j is Ktj and its heat rate (obtained from the 
Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) NEEDS 2006 data) is HRlt (see the 
appendix for more details). The formula allows the natural gas price P£G to differ for 
each plant in each region and period. We use the state-specific city gate price reported by 
the Energy Information Agency (EIA) for plants located in a given state.25 This procedure 
allows electricity generation to adjust to persistent basis differentials between states with 
deviations from those differentials driving changes in demand. Similarly, the electricity 
25
 The 0.3% of city gate prices that were missing as a result of confidentiality restrictions were imputed 
using a regression of the nonmissing values of the state city gate price on the average U.S. city gate price. 
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price P;f for region i in period t is a weighted average of state electricity prices with the 
weights given by the proportion of overall generating capacity within the NERC region 
that is located in a given state. 
The NERC region petroleum product costs were constructed similarly to natural 
gas costs. However, since state-specific prices were not available we used instead product 
prices reported at the Petroleum Administration Defense District (PADD) level. The 
United States is divided into five PADD districts.26 NERC region oil generation costs 
were then formed by multiplying product prices by plant heat rates in each region and 
then forming a weighted average of the results in each region using generating capacities 
as the weighting variable. 
Finally, real coal costs were again calculated in a similar manner using region-
specific heat rates. However, the coal price data, which was obtained from the EIA, was 
an average delivered price to electric generators throughout the United States and was not 
differentiated by region. 
Table 2.1 presents test statistics for the null hypotheses that the log of the real cost 
variable is nonstationary. The p-values for the test of nonstationarity suggest the 
hypothesis certainly can be rejected in three and perhaps as many as nine regions 
(ERCOT, FRCC, MAAC, MAIN, MAPP, NPCCI, NPCCN, WECC, and WECCC). 
26
 As with the calculation for natural gas prices, the 5% of observations (0.8% if we omit PADD 4) that 
were missing were interpolated using a regression of nonmissing values on the U.S. average price. 
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Table 2.1. Cointegration of the real input cost variables. 
NERC 
subregion 
Test for InNGRCosI 
nonstat ionari ty 
Test for InOilRCost 
nonstationarity11 
Test for InCoalRCost 
nonstat ionari ty Po 
Test for e r r o r 
nonstat ionari ty" 
ECAR 0.512 0.900 0.183 -0.26 0.79 0.000 
ERCOT 0.000 0.638 0.085 -0.41 0.57 0.000 
FRCC 0.093 0.645 0.507 -0.18 0.77 0.000 
MAAC 0.042 0.690 0.000 -0.14 0.63 0.000 
MAIN 0.082 0.809 0.000 -0.37 0.75 0.000 
MAPP 0.028 0.804 0.001 -0.27 0.65 0.000 
NPCCI 0.000 0.659 0.020 -0.32 0.47 0.000 
NPCCN 0.001 0.492 0.003 -0.11 0.9 0.000 
SERC 0.269 0.772 0.002 -0.66 0.98 0.001 
SPP 0.253 0.773 0.000 -0.92 0.93 0.000 
VACAR 0.289 0.880 0.066 -0.16 0.74 0.000 
WECC 0.087 0.824 0.343 -0.65 0.64 0.000 
WECCC 0.015 0.713 
- -
-0.89 0.86 0.000 
a
 M a c K i n n o n a p p r o x i m a t e p - v a l u e f o r t h e null h y p o t h e s i s t h a t t h e v a r i a b l e is n o n s t a t i o n a r y . 
N o t e : T h e r e is n o v a l u e f o r c o a l n o n s t a t i o n a r i t y b e c a u s e t h e r e is n o n o n - c o g e n e r a l i o n c o a l f i r e d g e n e r a t i o n a n d t h e r e f o r e n o r e l e v a n t h e a t r a t e . 
However, the evidence for stationarity of the real gas cost variable is less 
conclusive than might first appear to be the case. Contrary evidence is provided by the 
fact that the real oil cost variable appears nonstationary in all regions, while a linear 
function of the real natural gas and real oil costs is stationary in every region. 
Specifically, we estimate a long run relationship between real natural gas and oil 
generation costs in each of the 13 NERC subregions by regressing the logarithm of the 
real natural gas cost on the logarithm of the real oil cost 
ln NGRCostit = J30 + /3t ln OilRCostit + a>it (9) 
A test (also reported in Table 2.1) then reveals that cbt is stationary in every NERC 
region. Evidently, the real gas cost variable in each NERC subregion must contain a 
nonstationary component that cancels with a similar nonstationary component in oil 
costs. Hence, the real gas cost variable must be nonstationary in every NERC region. 
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Figure 2.3. Real natural gas costs, Jan 1992-Dec 2006. 














In addition, the graph of the real natural gas cost variables in Figure 2.3 shows 
that the trend is similar in all regions. On the other hand, in the regions where we can 
reject the hypothesis of nonstationarity, the variability is much higher, which could lead 
to a spurious rejection of the null hypothesis. In summary, we conclude that the apparent 
evidence of stationary real gas costs in some regions must result from some (stationary) 
high variance components in real gas costs that mask the nonstationary component that 
the real gas costs share with real oil costs. 
Finally, the real coal cost terms appear to be stationary in all but three subregions, 
ECAR, FRCC and WECC. Since the coal prices do not vary by region, and the 
technology for generating electricity from coal has not changed much in recent years, 
nonstationarity of the real coal cost in just three subregions is difficult to explain. 
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4. Translog expenditure function model 
We first estimated a translog model, similar to Bopp and Costello (1990) and 
other previous literature for each NERC subregion. To calculate the expenditure share, 
we first multiplied the cost of each fuel as calculated above times the amount of that fuel 
consumed in each subregion in each month to obtain real expenditure on each fuel. The 
natural gas expenditure share was then calculated as the ratio of the real expenditure on 
natural gas to the real expenditure on all fossil fuels (gas, oil and coal). 
We take total fossil fuel generation in the region (FE) as the output measure. We 
use fossil fuel generation rather than total electricity generation as the determining 
variable because dispatch of a substantial amount of the nonfossil fuel generating 
capacity is unresponsive to fuel price changes or even changes in the total system load. 
Wind generation and "run-of-river" hydroelectric generation is determined by natural 
factors independent of power demand or the cost of competing sources. Also, while 
nuclear plant output could in principle respond to short run demand or cost variations, it 
is expensive and technologically complicated to do so. Substitution between nuclear and 
fossil fuels occurs when new capacity is being chosen. Once nuclear plants have been 
built, their low operating cost means they will be used as much as technically possible.27 
Hydroelectric plants based on stored water (or pumped storage facilities) are 
dispatched on an economic basis and would compete with gas-fired plants. The key 
determinant of the dispatch decision in those cases is the shadow value of the stored 
27
 Recent increases in capacity utilization at nuclear plants have resulted from technical improvements and 
improved operational procedures, and not from any response to relative fuel prices. 
water (its marginal value in its next best alternative period of use), which is not easy to 
calculate. It would require data on factors such as reservoir capacities and storage levels, 
anticipated precipitation, local hydrological conditions, and anticipated future electricity 
prices. This is beyond the scope of our analysis, especially since such plants are not a 
major influence on gas demand in many NERC regions. Hence, we treated all nonfossil 
generation as exogenous and looked at total demand net of such generation output. 
The resulting translog expenditure function becomes (where we have suppressed t 
and subregion subscripts for simplicity and the index i represents the different fuel types): 
In Exp = a + In RCi In (Ki • HRj )+d[\nFE + d2 (In FE)2 (10) 
/ i 
l n R C i l n R C j l n KC, In (KJ • HR.) 1
 i J z i J 
^ RC, ln FF + ^ k ln (Kt • HRi )ln FE 
where the per unit real cost variables RCi are defined as in equation (8). Also, the 
capacities of the different types of plant are adjusted for changes in heat rates since a 
decline in heat rates, other things equal, would reduce the demand for that fuel as an 
input. Using Shephard's lemma, we can calculate: 
d ln Exp _ RCi dExp _ ^ 
8 ln RC, ~ Exp dRCi ~ ' 
so that the resulting expenditure share function for natural gas in particular relates the 
expenditure share on natural gas log-linearly to input costs per unit of fuel, capacities 
(weighted by heat rates) and total fossil fuel generation FE: 
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SNG =a+aAnRC„r +aAnRC .. +aAnRC , + aAnHRK 
t 0 1 NC,t 2 oil.t 3 coal J 4 NG,t , 
+aAnHR.. K , + a, ln HR , K , + ex. In FE 5 otlj oil,i 6 cocilj coal,r 7 t 
N  
o ,t k j (11) 
il, I 
There are four primary differences between our specification and the 
specifications in previous models. First, while others have used cross sectional or time 
series data, we use both in a panel approach. However, we also examine time series 
results for each NERC subregion, which allows us to compare how responsive different 
regions are to deviations in the long run cost relationship. Second, we account for 
technological changes in the electricity industry by using real per unit cost of each fuel 
adjusting for the efficiency of generation (heat rate). Third, since the petroleum product 
and natural gas costs are cointegrated, we use the cointegrating error term in place of logs 
of real natural gas and petroleum input costs. Specifically, we use 
in place of the two separate terms ln RCm.t and ln RC0u,t- Equation (12) is estimated 
separately for each subregion using ordinary least squares (OLS). Because the natural gas 
and oil real cost terms are cointegrated, the resulting parameter estimates are 
superconsistent and the estimated error term, <Dt, can be used in subsequent regressions 
as if it were known. Moreover, the error term is interpreted as the deviation from the long 
run equilibrium between real oil and natural gas input costs. Deviations in the long run 
relationship ought to affect the electricity generation fuel mix in such a way that 
subsequent price adjustments tend to bring the relative costs of competing fuels back into 
line. Without accounting for cointegration, the translog specification would have 
integrated variables on the right hand side, potentially leading to mistakes in estimation 
and inference. 
<Dt = ln RCNG j - a0 - a, ln RCR oil.t (12) 
A further complication is that since the current natural gas expenditure share is 
constructed using current fuel prices, the contemporaneous value of the error term, a>t, 
will be correlated with the dependent variable by construction. Therefore, we use an 
instrumental variables estimator with the lagged value of the cointegrating residual as an 
instrument for d)t. 
The fourth difference in our specification is that we assume (11) is a long run 
equilibrium relationship and we include the lagged cost share as a regressor to allow for 
gradual adjustment. However, the coefficient on the lagged dependent variable is likely to 
be estimated inconsistently in the panel. We therefore use the twice-lagged dependent 
variable as an instrument for the once-lagged value in the panel estimation. 
We also augment (11) by including the number of heating and cooling degree 
days in each subregion and month and a set of monthly dummies. A month that has a 
larger number of cooling degree days (CDD) will also have a higher demand for 
electricity to run air conditioning equipment. While ln FE will measure higher electricity 
demand in such months, more extensive use of air conditioning will also emphasize load 
curve peaks, compared to months with equivalent total electricity demand but less air 
conditioning. Since gas turbines are called upon to provide peak power, we expect a 
larger value of CDD to be associated with higher natural gas demand (aio > 0). 
Months with a larger number of heating degree days {HDD) might also be 
associated with an elevated demand for electricity for heating purposes. This effect is not 
likely to be large, however, since providing space heating is not a significant factor in 
electricity demand. On the other hand, natural gas is itself a major source of space 
heating services on cold days, thus making changes in HDD relevant to residential natural 
gas demand. Local natural gas prices therefore are likely to be driven higher in months 
when HDD is large. Such higher prices will be reflected in the cost differential term dbt. 
However, electric generating companies might also hold natural gas contracts with 
interruptibility provisions that allow for quantitative reductions when natural gas demand 
is high. If so, a large HDD value would be associated with lower gas use for generating 
power independently of any effects operating via higher prices. The two effects discussed 
here are offsetting in sign, so it is not clear a priori whether HDD would have a positive 
or negative coefficient, or even whether it would differ significantly from zero. 
The monthly indicator variables (Month) reflect many influences on demand. For 
one, a month with 31 days should see greater natural gas demand than a month with 30 
(or 28) days. Second, the variable Month is also correlated with variations in weather. 
Hence, the effects of CDD and HDD should be interpreted as the marginal effects of 
departures of cooling or heating degree days from their normal monthly averages. Third, 
the monthly indicator variables will also reflect seasonal regularities in natural gas price 
movements relative to oil. For example, since there are seasonal effects in natural gas 
price basis differentials, the cost differential term a>t will vary by season. Since the 
coefficient on dbt will reflect the effects of price fluctuations holding the month fixed, any 
response of natural gas demand to normal seasonal price fluctuations will be captured by 
the monthly indicator variables rather than cbt. Last, if generating facilities are taken off-
line for maintenance at the same time each year, the monthly indicator variable will 
capture the resulting impact on natural gas demand. 
With these modifications, the estimated equation (omitting the subscript i which 
represents the NERC subregion) then becomes: 
SNG =an + alSN<? +a.lnRC , +aAnHRNr + a, ln HR K , t 0 1 r—1 2 t 3 coal.t 4 NG.t NG.t 5 oil.t oil.t 
+ <x ln HR , K , +aAnFE +axHDD +ccaCDD + Y B Month (13) 6 coal.t coal.t 7 t 8 t 9 t j t 
j 
Equations (13) for the full panel and for each region are estimated using as an 
instrument for a>t. In the panel estimation of (13), is also instrumented, while the 
constant term and the coefficients on the monthly indicator variables are allowed to vary 
by region. In particular, the panel estimation is a fixed effects estimator. The results are 
shown in Table 2.2. To save space, the constant terms, the estimated monthly effects and, 
in the panel regression, the regional fixed effects, are omitted from the Table. 
The full panel estimation produces a negative coefficient on the cointegration 
error term, implying that a rise in unit real natural gas costs relative to oil costs reduces 
the share of gas in overall expenditure on fuels. This implies that, for the US power 
generation system as a whole, natural gas and oil products are substitute fuels. The 
cointegration error terms also had statistically significant negative coefficients in five of 
the regions. In three regions, the point estimate is negative but not statistically significant. 
The coefficient is unexpectedly positive in five regions, but positive and statistically 
significant in only one region (MAPP). 
The positive coefficient on the real coal cost in YACAR and MAPP suggests that 
coal and natural gas are substitutes in those regions. Furthermore, the negative 
coefficient on the coal capacity variable in several regions also hints at substitution 
between natural gas and coal. However, the negative coefficient on the real cost of coal in 
ERCOT, MAIN, NPCCI, SERC, and SPP suggests that natural gas and coal are 
complements rather than substitutes in those regions. 
The coefficient on the lagged dependent variable in the full panel implies that the 
adjustment to an exogenous shock will be about 50% complete after three months, around 
70% complete after six months and more than 90% complete after one year. The 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The natural gas heat rate weighted capacity variable was statistically significantly 
different from zero in the panel and all but six regions. However, in the MAIN region it 
was significant but with an unexpected negative sign. None of the oil or coal heat rate 
weighted capacity variables was significant for the panel as a whole, although one or 
other oil capacity variable was significantly different from zero in seven of the 13 
regions. The coal capacity variable was also significantly different from zero in seven 
regions. 
The coefficient on total electricity generation from fossil fuels was significantly 
different from zero and positive for the panel as a whole, implying that a marginal 
increase in fossil fuel generation tends to increase the demand for natural gas. This was 
also true in eight of the regions, but in MAAC the coefficient on \n(FE) was negative and 
significantly different from zero. 
Increased demand for air conditioning, as signaled by a higher value for CDD, 
raised the demand for natural gas relative to other fossil fuels in the panel as a whole and 
for eight of the 13 regions. By contrast, HDD was not significantly different from zero in 
the panel regression or in six of the regions. Furthermore, in four regions it was 
significantly positive while in the other three, it was significantly negative. 
5. Plant-level switching 
The translog results do not reveal a strong degree of substitution between natural 
gas and oil products in the generation of electricity. For the panel as a whole, the natural 
gas expenditure share does respond negatively to higher natural gas relative to oil costs, 
but the effect is statistically significantly negative in only five regions and is (weakly) 
significantly positive in one region. Yet it is well known that there is substantial 
capability to switch fuels within plants in many areas on the East Coast from Florida to 
New York. The results showing little or no substitution between natural gas and oil 
products for the Florida (FRCC), Mid-Atlantic (MAAC), and, to a lesser extent, the 
Virginia and the Carolinas (VACAR) regions are thus somewhat surprising. We therefore 
investigated fuel switching at the plant level in more detail. 
In our data set of all generating plants in the Lower 48 states that were available 
(although not necessarily generating) every month during January 1992-December 2006, 
we identified 143 plants that used natural gas in at least one month and either distillate or 
residual fuel oil in at least one month. Of these 143 plants, 131 used natural gas in at least 
one month and distillate in at least one month. Natural gas was used in at least one month 
and residual fuel oil in at least one month in 38 plants. 
Figure 2.4. Proportion of dual-fired generation capacity in each NERC subregion 
gives the proportion of these flexible fuel plants located in each NERC subregion. As 
noted above, almost 40% of these plants can be found in the FRCC, MAAC and VACAR 
regions, with another 25% in SERC and NPCCN (New York). 
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To investigate the responsiveness of switching to relative costs, we estimated: 
NGPctit =a0 + ayNGPctit_x + a2<s>it + bxCDDit 







 t + Oil Consumption; t 
is the percentage of fuel input (measured in MMBtu) at plant i in month t that is natural 
gas and 
Oil 
is again the deviation from the regional long run cost relationship. The cost variables, 
RCFF and RCFF (where the petroleum product used at the facility is used to determine 
the real oil cost), and the weather variables CDD and HDD, are defined as above. Facility 
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28 
specific heat rates were used to determine the real costs in the cointegrating equation. If 
plant i does not generate electricity during a month, it is omitted from the sample for that 
month. The lagged dependent variable is included in the model to allow for a slow 
response to changes in fuel prices. The latter could arise, for example, if there are fixed 
costs associated with changing the fuel source. Monthly dummy variables are included in 
order to account for systematic plant outages. Finally, we assume the error term includes 
a plant-specific component. For convenience, write the resulting random effects panel 
model, y; t = jc(. + vi + ei,. In our case, however, the dependent variable yi, is always 
between zero and one: 
y° = 0 if x.B+v. <-£ 
y" =x B+v +£. if - e < x B+v <\ — £ 
y° =1 if x. B+v. >\-£ 
We account for the censoring by using a panel data Tobit approach. The random effects 
model assumes that the panel-specific intercept, v(, is normally distributed. After 
accounting for truncation, we obtain a joint distribution for the observed data as follows: 
where the truncation implies 
28
 Only the natural gas heat rate was given for most facilities can use either natural gas or distillate, so the 
distillate and gas heat rates were assumed to be the same. For those facilities where different gas and 
petroleum heat rates were available the appropriate heat rate was used in calculating real costs. 
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(0,1) 
(v° - A ^ 
i f 3 £ = 0 
and $(•) represents the standard normal cumulative distribution function. 
We estimate three models. The first uses the full sample. The remaining two 
models use the subset of plants that switched between natural gas and distillate, or the 
subset that switched between natural gas and residual fuel oil. Plants that use natural gas, 
distillate, and residual fuel oil were included in all three panels. We use the appropriate 
real oil product cost in the cointegrating equation for each of the subsamples. We allowed 
the error terms associated with both real oil product costs to enter the equation for the full 
sample, but only the real residual fuel oil cost error term remained statistically 
significantly different from zero. The results of all three models are summarized in Table 
2.3 (the constant term and monthly effects are also present in each model, but have been 
omitted to save space). 
The strong and statistically significant negative coefficients on the error terms, 
indicate that plants do tend to switch to oil products in response to an increase in natural 
gas costs relative to their long run relationship with petroleum product costs. Comparing 
the two subsamples, the response to an increase in natural gas costs is stronger for plants 
that can burn residual fuel oil than for facilities that can burn distillate as the substitute 
fuel. In addition, the coefficient on the real residual fuel oil cost is considerably larger 
than the coefficient on the real distillate cost in the full sample regression. Hence, these 
results suggest that residual fuel oil is a stronger substitute for natural gas. The 
conclusion is tempered by the fact that residual fuel oil and distillate costs are themselves 
highly correlated. 
Table 2.3. Plant-level panel Tobit results for switching plants 
All sw i t ch ing plants 
Natural gas and 
dis t i l late 
Natural gas and 
res idual 
NGPct
 ( , 0 .6757"* 0 .6641*" 0 .6837*" 
(0.0086) (0.0090) (0.0127) 
Dfo 
®t - 0 . 0 5 5 3 " * 
(0.0122) 






HDD -0.00004*** - 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 " - 0 . 0 0 0 1 3 * " 
(0.000014) (0.00002) (0.00002) 
0.2497*** 0 .2311*" 0 .1831*" 
(0.0152) (0.0110) (0.0219) 
0 .3129*" 0 .3175"* 0.2543*** 
(0.0020) (0.0022) (0.0027) 
observations 21961 20048 6384 
left-censored 1752 1743 246 
uncensored 12250 11203 4555 
right-censored 7959 7102 1583 
number of plants 143 131 38 
ln L 
-8777.58 -8280.1 - 1 4 1 2 . 4 9 
% (d.f.) 7357.5 (14) 6395.31 (15) 3 7 1 3 . 8 ( 1 4 ) 
^ i n d i c a t e s s ignif icance at the 1% level, ^ i n d i c a t e s s igni f icance at the 5 % l e v e l , a n d ^'indicates s ignif icance at 
the 10% level. Statist ically ins ignificant variables are repo rted in grayed fo nt. 
The heating and cooling degree day variables also are estimated to have a 
significant effect on switching. Since monthly dummy variables are included in the 
analysis, the coefficients on HDD and CDD again should be interpreted as the marginal 
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effect of departures of degree days from their monthly averages. While the effect of 
heating degree days varied by region in the translog specification presented in Table 2.2, 
in Table 2.3 heating degree days have a consistently negative effect on natural gas 
demand. Since the effect of a higher natural gas price should already be accounted for by 
the relative costs variable, this could indicate that electric generators are relinquishing 
natural gas purchased under interruptible contracts to be used for home heating in months 
where temperatures are cooler than average. Once cost variations and monthly effects 
have been controlled for, cooling degree days only have an effect that is statistically 
significantly different than zero for plants that switch between natural gas and distillate 
fuel. Since a high value for CDD relative to normal levels for the month would increase 
the demand for peaking plant, it may be that plants that can switch between natural gas 
and distillate are more likely to be used to provide peak power. 
6. An alternative specification for gas demand in power generation 
The strong results at the individual plant level, coupled with the information that 
there are a substantial number of plants capable of switching between fuels in FRCC, 
MAAC and VACAR, raises doubts about at least some of the translog results in Table 
2.2. In addition, some variables that the theory implies ought to be significant drop from 
the estimated equations in Table 2.2, while others have a sign that is opposite to what 
would be expected. We conclude that, on the whole, the results do not provide strong 
support for the empirical relevance of the translog functional form. In addition, the 
translog specification loses one of its key advantages in our context. Specifically, the 
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translog functional form has added benefit when estimating multiple share equations 
because of the constraint that all cost shares must sum to one. However, for the purposes 
of this paper we are only interested in natural gas demand. 
The apparent deficiencies of the translog functional form motivated the use of a 
different model that we believe better captures the way a power system operates than 
does the simple log-linear form produced by the translog specification. Primarily, we 
altered the dependent variable to focus explicitly on natural gas consumption, not as a 
share of costs but rather as a share of maximum potential consumption given the 
available capacity. Specifically, we defined a maximum level of natural gas consumption 
for the month by calculating how much natural gas would be consumed if all available 
natural gas capacity were run for all hours of any given month. The ratio of actual natural 
gas consumed to this theoretical maximum level (NGConFrac) would then be a number 
constrained to lie in the [0, 1] interval.29 
The dependent variable was then taken to be the log of the negative log of the 
capacity factor for natural gas plant usage in a month (\n(-\nNGConFract)), hereafter 
referred to as a "double log" transformation.30 This functional form allows a nonlinear 
response to changes in the determinants of natural gas demand that reflects the way that 
the electricity system is operated in practice. Since combined-cycle electricity generation, 
conventional gas-fired steam generation and gas turbines each have different heat rates, 
they are used to supply power at different points on the load curve and thus for different 
29
 In practice, some natural gas is used to generate power in every NERC subregion in every month, so the 
ratio is bounded above zero, ensuring that the logarithm of the ratio remains finite. 
30
 The term \nNGConFrac will be negative and the logarithm of the negative logarithm will be well defined 
and can take any real value. 
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amounts of time during the month. As total gas-fired generation increases, the most 
efficient (and typically larger) plants are used first and the least efficient (and typically 
smaller) ones last. Natural gas demand can rise rapidly as many of the more efficient 
plants are brought online, but then will level off as the remaining smaller plants are added 
more gradually. This type of response is illustrated in the following Figure 2.5. 
Figure 2.5. Response of NGConFrac to changes in oil prices for a natural gas 
NGConFrac 
OilPrice/NaturalGasPrice 
The double log functional form also ensures that the amount of natural gas input 
is bounded by the physical constraints of the system. No matter what values the 
independent variables take, natural gas usage cannot be predicted to lie outside the 
bounds of what is feasible. 
A technical advantage of the double log transformation is that it allows for an 
error term with classical properties as assumed by the statistical theory underlying the 
estimation of the equation and the hypothesis tests for statistical significance. If the 
dependent variable were constrained to lie in the unit interval, for example, the error 
terms in the equation would need to be bounded. 
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Finally, with the expenditure share as a dependent variable as in (13), changes in 
the price of natural gas will alter the dependent variable by construction. We used 
instrumental variables to control for this potential endogeneity. With the new dependent 
variable, however, we avoid this problem and thus can use <Dt from (12) as a standard 
regressor. 
By construction, <x>t will be positive when real natural gas costs are above their 
long run relationship with real oil costs. We would then expect the demand for natural 
gas to fall as oil-fired capacity is dispatched instead. Because ln(-lnNGConFrac) 
decreases as NGConFrac increases, we should find that cbt has a positive effect on the 
dependent variable. 
Since the natural gas capacity has, in a sense, been incorporated into the 
dependent variable, it is no longer present as a regressor. The remaining oil and coal 
capacity variables are also dropped from (13). 
Retaining the weather variables, monthly dummies and total electricity generated 
from fossil fuels as the output measure, the estimated equation for each NERC subregion 
becomes (omitting subscripts i denoting the region):31 
ln ( - ln NGConFrac, ) = b0+b]<D, +b2 ln FEt 
+b,CDD + bAHDD + £ Month, +£t (15) 
31
 In WECCC (California), the equation included an indicator variable set equal to 1 for the period January 
through June of 2001 and 0 elsewhere. This allowed for departures from the estimated relationship during 
the California electricity crisis of that year. The period was characterized by large deviations in a) and the 
use of natural gas to generate electricity that do not fit the estimated patterns for remaining time periods. 
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where dbt is the estimated residual from (12), FE, is the total electricity generation from 
fossil fuels in region i and period t, cooling degree days {CDD) and heating degree days 
(HDD) are two weather variables, Month is a set of monthly indicator variables and 
et = /?£,_, + 0(L)ul is an error term that can be autocorrelated with a moving average 
structure.32 Specifically, the term 9(L) denotes a polynomial in the lag operator and leads 
to terms such as ut + 0]ut] + + 06ut_6 where the polynomial has nonzero coefficients 
corresponding to L, L3 and L6 only and u, is a white noise process. Autocorrelation could 
arise for a number of reasons, including slow adjustment to changes in factors that affect 
natural gas demand. Explicit supply contracts or hedge or futures positions that cover a 
longer period than the period of observation, here one month, often lead to a moving 
average error structure. In addition, any important influences on natural gas demand that 
have been omitted from the equation would appear in the error term, and these influences 
could themselves be autocorrelated. In the panel estimation, we allow the error term to be 
first order autocorrelated, but we ignore any possible moving average component. The 
latter are estimated only in the individual time series analyses for each NERC subregion. 
In general, we would also expect natural gas consumption to increase as total 
electricity generation from fossil fuels (InFE) increases as gas-fired plants would be part 
of the mix of plants called upon to meet peak demands. Hence, we would expect to find 
b2 < 0. 
32
 We examined some other models for the error term, including second-order autoregressions and 
nonstationary specifications. However, allowing for first-order autoregressive and a more general moving 
average component appeared to be most satisfactory. We also examined models that included a lagged 
dependent variable as an alternative, or supplement to autoregressive and moving average structure in the 
error term, but again the model as written above proved most satisfactory. 
As argued previously, we would also expect an increase in CDD to increase the 
demand for natural gas (so 63 < 0) as the load curve becomes more peaked. Admittedly, 
however, the contrary results for plants that can switch between fuels raise doubts about 
this expectation. The sign of the coefficient on HDD is not clear even in theory. 
The variable CACrisis was set to 1 for the months January through June of 2001 
and for the WECCC and WECC subregions only and zero for all other months and 
regions. This period corresponded to the crisis in the Californian electricity system when 
there was disruption in the demand for many different types of fuel including natural gas. 
We also tested for the presence of this variable in the translog model for the WECCC and 
WECC subregions but did not find it statistically significantly different from zero. 
The estimation results are presented in Table 2.4. As in previous tables, the 
estimated standard errors are presented below the coefficient estimates. The 
corresponding entries in the final two columns are, however, /^-values for the null 
hypothesis. In this case, the values reported are for the Box-Pierce Q-statistic testing for 
absence of serial correlation. The statistics are distributed chi-squared with 6 and 12 
degrees of freedom in the two cases. The regressions also included constants, monthly 
dummies and, in the panel regression, region-specific constants, monthly effects and 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The panel results were obtained using a Prais-Winsten regression allowing for 
contemporaneously correlated panel errors each with a panel-specific autoregressive of 
order 1 time series structure. The standard errors are panel-corrected. The R in the Prais-
Winsten regression was 0.8162 and the chi-square for the joint significance of the 
regressors was Xm = 6120.83 . 
A Kalman filter was used to obtain the maximum likelihood time series estimates 
for each subregion. This requires all the variables in the regression to be stationary and 
the error terms after correcting for autoregressive and moving average terms to be white 
noise. 
The results in Table 2.4 show a strong tendency for increases in the relative real 
costs of natural gas and oil to induce a substitution away from natural gas as a fuel to 
generate electricity. This is true for the full panel results and also for all but two of the 
NERC subregions. However, the coefficient is statistically significantly different from 
zero in only six of them: FRCC, MAAC, MAIN, NPCCN, SERC, and VACAR. These 
regions encompass the East Coast from Florida to New York and Pennsylvania and 
Midwestern states inclusive of Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota. Three additional 
regions (ECAR, ERCOT and MAPP) have positive and reasonably large responses to 
deviations in costs, although the coefficients are not statistically significantly different 
from zero. The coefficients in the remaining four regions (NPCCI, SPP, WECC, and 
WECCC) are so small relative to their estimated standard errors that no meaning can be 
attached to the estimated values. It should be emphasized, however, that part of the 
estimated monthly effects could be a response of gas demand to seasonal and predictable 
relative price fluctuations, so the coefficients on & may not be the only response directly 
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aimed at maintaining relativity between natural gas and oil prices (adjusting for variations 
in heat rates). 
As Figure 2.4 shows, the six regions where the coefficient on (Dt is statistically 
significantly different from zero in Table 2.4 contain a large proportion of the switching 
capacity. From this perspective, the results in Table 2.4 would appear preferable to the 
translog results in Table 2.2. In particular, the fact that FRCC and MAAC are not found 
to be very sensitive to cost differentials in Table 2.2 casts doubt upon the ability of the 
translog framework to adequately measure fuel substitution in the U.S. electricity 
generating industry. 
Substitution between natural gas and oil products also can occur even if there are 
few plants that can switch fuel inputs. Firms can respond to a change in fuel prices by 
running plants for different periods of time during each day. The ability to substitute in 
this way varies from one region to the next. This could explain why regions such as 
MAIN exhibit a stronger response to dbt than do other regions such as NPCCN even 
though the former has a smaller fraction of dual-fired capacity. 
All regions are estimated to have a strong and statistically significant response to 
changes in the quantity of fossil fuel-powered electricity generation (lnFE), with ERCOT 
being the most responsive. This suggests that natural gas plants provide a significant 
component of marginal generating capacity in all subregions. The results regarding the 
effect of ln FE are much stronger in Table 2.4 than in Table 2.2. This again suggests that 
the alternative specification may be more appropriate than the translog. 
All regions except NPCCI (New England) and VACAR (Virginia and the 
Carolinas) are also responsive to cooling degree days. As in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, the 
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results in Table 2.4 show that increased air conditioning demand tends to raise the 
demand for natural gas. 
An increase in heating degree days is now estimated to be statistically significant 
for the panel as a whole and for nine subregions. For the panel as a whole and for eight of 
the subregions, an increase in HDD is estimated to increase the demand for natural gas to 
generate electricity. Only in NPCCI (New England) is the effect reversed. 
Finally, all subregions had significant autocorrelation in the error term. This may 
indicate a lagged adjustment of demand to changes in driving factors, but it could also 
indicate that significant omitted explanatory variables are themselves autocorrelated. In 
twelve of the thirteen subregions, the error terms also displayed a significant moving 
average structure, which could reflect the importance of multiple month contracts in these 
regions, or perhaps omitted explanatory variables that are seasonal or correlated only 
over a few neighboring months. 
In order to measure the sensitivity of natural gas demand to changes in each of the 
individual variables, we can calculate the elasticity based on the estimated coefficient. 
These are constant in the translog specification (13) but in (15) they will vary. For 
illustrative purposes, suppose we have a right hand side variable x measured in 
logarithmic form with estimated coefficient a. The partial relationship, given as, 
ln(-ln y) = a\nx 
_ a 
implies y = ex so the estimated elasticity of response becomes 
X
 d y v"
 a-1 -xa a 
—- = -xe ax e = -ax 
y dx 
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Then, a < 0 indicates a positive effect of variable x on the consumption of natural gas, 
but the elasticity decreases as x increases. When a > 0 , variable x has a negative effect 
on the consumption of natural gas that becomes more negative, but at a decreasing rate, 
as x increases. 
As an example, consider the estimated equation for the NERC subregion MAIN 
(Middle America): 
ln ( - ln NGConFrac,) = 16.2921 + 0.1285tf>( - 0.9053 ln FE, 
- 0.0012CDD, - 0.0002HDD, + £ yMonth + e, 
i 
£, = 0.9875f,_1 + u, - 0.3980m;_, - 0.2101 u,_4 + 0.4302u,_[0 - 0.1889w,_,, - 0.2595w(_,2 
The interpretation in terms of elasticity implies that when fossil fuel generation increases 
by 1%, the fraction of potential natural gas output that is actually used increases by 
0.9053FE,~°9053 percent, holding all other influences fixed. Meanwhile, cooling and, to a 
lesser extent, heating degree days have positive effects on the consumption of natural gas. 
Although they are not presented above, the coefficients on the monthly indicator 
variables imply that natural gas demand for electricity generation in MAIN is 
significantly higher in all other months than it is in January. Demand is highest in April 
through June and lowest in December through February. These effects are difficult to 
interpret since they could represent any number of seasonal influences on electricity 
demand, fuel prices, average number of working days in a month and so forth. The main 
purpose of including the monthly variables is to ensure that the remaining estimated 
coefficients are not distorted because the associated variables also contain a seasonal 
component. 
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The magnitude of the consumption response to to varies greatly across regions 
with FRCC being the most sensitive to the deviations from the long run relationship. 
Using the cointegrating relationship that defines (O 
<y= ln NGRCost 
OilRCost* 





= -0.1285 NGRCost 
OilRCost015 
\ 0 .1285 
, - 0 . 2 7 
Figure 2.6 indicates the estimated response surface to variations in costs in the 
case of the MAIN subregion (taking into account also the estimated cointegrating 
relationship between costs for that region). The graph has been drawn only for the range 
of cost variations actually observed in the MAIN region over the sample period. 
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Figure 2.6. Estimated response of natural gas demand to cost variations 





A decline in natural gas costs, holding oil costs fixed, leads to an increase in the 
use of natural gas capacity at an increasing rate (Path A). On the other hand, an increase 
in oil costs holding natural gas costs fixed leads to an increase in the use of natural gas 
capacity use at a decreasing rate (Path B). A consequence is that if prices moved from a 
region of high natural gas and low oil costs to one of low natural gas and high oil costs, 
there would be an S-shaped response of natural gas capacity use (along the diagonal 
connecting IV to II). The use of natural gas capacity would tend to rise quickly at first, 
then more slowly until we move toward the opposite corner of the region where natural 
gas capacity use increases more rapidly once again. This may reflect the ability to 
substitute different types of natural gas-fired capacity for oil-fired capacity at different 
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relative costs. It must be stressed, however, that since natural gas and oil prices tend to 
return to a long run equilibrium where prices move together, most of the data lies in the 
vicinity of the other diagonal in Figure 2.6 (along the diagonal connecting I to III). 
7. Concluding remarks 
We found that positive deviations from the long run relationship between the cost 
of using natural gas to generate electricity relative to the cost of using petroleum products 
exert a significant negative effect on natural gas demand in power generation. Moreover, 
while the effect is generally larger in regions with a significant number of plants can 
switch fuel inputs, it is present in almost all NERC regions as a result of movements of 
plants up or down the supply stack as fuel prices change. 
The finding that the demand for natural gas as an input to electricity generation 
responds strongly to changes in its relative cost is important. It elucidates a significant 
demand-side factor that drives a long-run equilibrium relationship between natural gas 
and crude oil prices, albeit one that evolves with changes in generating technology. The 
equations estimated in this paper are not sufficient to determine the speed of adjustment 
of relative prices, however, since the price consequences of any increase in the demand 
for natural gas will also depend on the elasticity of the supply curve and the elasticity of 
demand in other sectors of the economy. 
The estimated equations also imply that weather and other seasonal effects alter 
the demand for natural gas as an input to electricity generation independent of any 
response to departures of the relative prices of fuels from their long run equilibrium 
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relationship. In every NERC region, an increase in overall electricity demand is also met 
at the margin by burning more natural gas. 
Consistent with the findings of Soderholm (2001), our analysis also casts doubt 
upon the adequacy of the translog functional form for representing the cost function in 
electricity generation. In particular, we find evidence of an asymmetric response to 
variations in the relative prices of fuels that cannot be captured using the translog 
functional form. A decline in natural gas costs, holding oil costs fixed, increases the use 
of gas capacity at an increasing rate, whereas an increase in oil costs holding natural gas 
costs fixed increases the use of gas capacity at a decreasing rate. 
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Appendix 1: NERC regions and subregions used in the study 
Appendix 2: Description of the Data 
Capacity-Weighted Heat Rates 
The plant-level heat rates were taken from the EPA NEEDS 2006 data. The heat 
rates in the EPA data were matched to the facilities listed in the ELA Form-860 (Annual 
Electric Generator Report) in four steps. 
• Step 1: For any plant where the facility ID and generator number matched exactly in 
the EIA and EPA datasets, the reported heat rate was matched to the EIA data. 
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• Step 2: For the remaining plants, a plant in the EIA database was matched to the plant 
in the EPA database with the same facility ID, year of first use, prime mover, and fuel 
type. 
• Step 3: For the remaining plants, if the prime mover type, fuel type and year of initial 
use were known, the average heat rate of facilities with those same characteristics was 
used. 
• Step 4: For the remaining plants, the average heat rate of all plants with same fuel 
type and prime mover was used. 
The capacity weighted heat rates were calculated each month based on the capacity that 
was online during that month. Thus, if a plant began operations in a particular month it 
was included in that month's heat rate calculation. The formula used for calculating the 
capacity weighted heat rate (CapWtHR) is: 
y (Capacity; , * HeatRatej ,) 
CapWtHR, = -i = 
Capacity; ( 
i 
where i = any plant in the specified NERC region at time t. 
Capacity-weighted heat rates are included for five groups - Coal, DFO, RFO, 
Total Oil, and Natural Gas. The RFO and DFO calculations were done separately by 
NERC subregion and then a weighted average of them was calculated based on the 
capacity of RFO and DFO in the region. The EIA database was used to perform the 
calculations once the heat rates were determined using the EPA data. 
It is important to note that heat rates are not available for all facilities. Those that 
have no heat rate published in the EPA and EIA data were not used in the heat rate 
calculations. Specifically, plants powered by geothermal, hydro, or other nonfossil fuel 
sources are not included in the heat rate calculation. 
The EIA database provides as many as six energy sources for any one generator. 
For the heat rate calculations only the primary energy source was considered. 
Natural Gas Consumption 
EIA Forms 906 and 920 spanning the years 1986-2006 report the total energy 
consumption of electricity generators by fuel type . Some modifications to the data were 
necessary in order to combine the data over the time period due to structural and 
formatting changes in the reports over the years. 
Pre-2001 data include only the physical quantity of fuel consumed (bbl, mcf, 
tons), but neither the heat content of the fuel nor the total energy content of fuel 
consumed (MMBtu). The average heat content for each specific fuel type ('Reported 
AER Fuel Type') by state in 2001 was used for the heat content at each plant in that state 
using that fuel type. This was then used to calculate the total energy consumed for 
electricity generation by that plant. 
1) Prior to 1997 FRCC was not a separate NERC Region and thus did not appear in the 
dataset. Based on the facility ID number, which remains constant over time, plants 
before 1997 were matched to facilities in later years to determine if they were in 
FRCC after its creation. Any plant located in Florida that appeared prior to 1997, but 
not after 1997, was assumed to be in FRCC. This allowed the construction of a longer 
time series for FRCC and SERC that was consistent throughout the time horizon. 
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2) The NERC region NPCC was separated into NPCCN (any plant in NPCC that is 
located in NY) and NPCCI (any plant in NPCC not in NY). Any plant in the NERC 
region SERC that was located in VA, SC or NC was placed in the subregion 
VACAR. Finally, California was separated from the rest of the WECC. 
3) Facilities that reported negative electricity generation were included in the study, but 
their negative net generation was increased to zero, as their negative consumption can 
be seen as demand rather than supply. 
Natural gas consumption (defined as MMBtu/month) was summed by month in each 
NERC region/subregion. The data were not adjusted for the number of days in the month. 
Natural Gas Price 
Natural gas prices for each NERC region were constructed as capacity-weighted averages 
of city gate prices reported by EIA: 
NGPrice. ,=YaitNG Pr ice., 
j 
where: 
an = Percent of natural gas capacity in NERC region i that is in state j at time t 
NG Pr ice
 j t = City gate price in state j at time t 
In instances where the city gate price was missing, it was constructed using a regression 
analysis of the relationship between the average U.S. city gate price and the nonmissing 
values of the state city gate price. 
Residual Fuel Oil and Distillate Prices 
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The NERC region petroleum product prices were constructed in much the same way as 
the natural gas price. However, since state-specific prices were unavailable, the PADD 
level product prices were used instead. The United States is divided into five PADD 
districts. The formula used to determine the NERC region prices is: 
Price., = y a;, Price.. 1,1 Z^ JJ ]•' 
j 
where: 
ait = Percent of fuel-specific capacity in NERC region i that is in PADD j at time t 
Price., = PADD j price at time t 
Any missing values again were interpolated using a regression of nonmissing values on 
the U.S. average price. 
Natural Gas Combined Cycle Capacity 
Any generator with natural gas as the primary energy source and with prime mover 
marked CA, CT, CS, or CC in EIA Form 860 was classified as a natural gas combined 
cycle (NGCC) facility. 
Heating and Cooling Degree Days 
Heating and cooling degree days are population-weighted state-specific degree day 
averages where 2000 Census data on state population is used for the weightings within 
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each state. The population weighted state level degree days were then aggregated in the 




ait = Percent of total capacity in NERC region / that is in state j at time t 
HDDj t - State j population weighted HDD at time t 
CDD for the regions was calculated in the same way. 
Generation Cost 
Generation cost is defined the fuel component of the variable cost of producing 
electricity. It is a function of the price of the fuel as well as the technology employed 
(measured by the capacity-weighted heat rates (Btu/kWh)), and is calculated as follows: 
f $ 1 f $ ) * f Btu * f 1 1 {km v MMBtu, [kWhj [1000J 
The oil generation cost is similarly calculated as the capacity weighted average of 
residual fuel cost and distillate fuel cost. 
Maximum Natural Gas Consumption 
Maximum natural gas consumption is total amount of natural gas (MMBtu) that could be 
used in a given NERC subregion if all gas-fired facilities operated 24 hours per day for an 
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entire month. It is calculated based on the natural gas capacity in the region, the total 
number of hours in the month, and the capacity-weighted heat rate of the plants: 
MWCap * hours * HeatRate 
NGmax, = . 
1000 
This theoretical maximum is then used to create the variable, NG Consumption Fraction, 
by dividing actual natural gas consumption by NGmax. 
California Crisis Dummy Variable 
A dummy variable was set equal to 1 for the months January to June 200 to allow for 
unusual behavior during the California energy crisis. The duration of the crisis period was 
indicated by an exceedingly large value of the cointegrating error term. 
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Chapter 3 Industrial Sector Demand for Natural Gas 
1. Introduction 
Overall natural gas consumption in the United States is split relatively evenly 
between industrial, electric, and the residential and commercial sectors. While residential 
and commercial demands are almost entirely driven by weather-related factors, other, 
primarily economic, factors determine demand in the electric power and industrial 
sectors. In the preceding paper, I examined the demand for gas in the electric power 
sector as a function of switching capability at both the plant level and grid level. This 
paper will focus on demand from the industrial sector as well as lease and plant fuel and 
pipeline and distribution fuel. 
Figure 3.1. Natural gas consumption by sector, 2008 










In a 2003 study, the National Petroleum Council identified six gas-intensive industries 
that consume eighty percent of all natural gas in the industrial sector. Those industries 
are: chemicals, petroleum refining, primary metals, food and beverage, paper, and non-
metallic product industries such as stone, glass, and clay (NPC, 2003). The study further 
examines the use of natural gas in each of the intensive industries and notes that 
consumption is a function of five major factors - industrial production, energy prices 
(both of gas and its substitutes), location, technological factors, and seasonality. They 
find that of the major industrial gas users, sector-wide production is only impacted by 
natural gas price in the chemicals sector. This is a result of the fact that natural gas is a 
primary feedstock and energy source in the chemicals sector while it only used as an 
energy source in other sectors. 
Texas is, by far, the largest industrial natural gas consuming state in the United 
States. Not including plant and lease fuel, which are also focused largely within the state, 
Texas' industrial sector consumed 1.35 Tcf in 2008 (which, as shown in Figure 3.2, was 
21% of total industrial demand in the US in that year EIA, 2009). 
Figure 3.2. Natarail gas coimsniimpttioE toy state, 2ffi®8 
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While still consuming one fifth of all United States industrial sector natural gas, Texas' 
demand has fallen off significantly while gas prices have increased. In 2001 industrial 
demand for gas in Texas was eighty percent higher than it is today. The big drop came in 
2005 when gas prices were on the rise and industrial users moved offshore to lower gas 
price areas (NPC, 2003). 
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Figure 3.3. Texas natural gas consumption vs. Henry Hub gas price 
2. Literature Review 
In his 1977 paper, Robert Pindyck noted that the rapid adjustments in relative fuel 
prices raised the question of whether or not and how quickly industrial users substituted 
between inputs. Using a two stage model, Pindyck first estimated the demand for energy 
in the industrial sector using a factor input model that included capital and labor. Then, 
given the energy expenditures calculated in the first stage, he estimated the share of 
expenditure on oil, natural gas, coal, and electricity. Using a constant returns to scale 
translog cost function and panel data from ten countries over approximately twenty years, 
Pyndick estimated own and cross-energy price elasticities. While elasticities varied 
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across countries, the own price elasticity for gas was found to range between -0.4 
(Canada) and -2.34 (W. Germany), with the United States elasticity of -0.67. Own price 
elasticities for coal were found to be higher in magnitude with oil and electricity 
consumption being less responsive to their own price movements. Meanwhile, cross 
price elasticities are sometimes positive (representing the ability to substitute) and 
sometimes negative (indicating different fuels are complements). In particular, natural 
gas was found to be a substitute for coal, while it was a complement with electricity and 
crude oil. 
Considine (1989) argues that a problem with the translog functional form is that 
concavity conditions are not always satisfied. Specifically, he notes that as elasticities 
move further away from one, the concavity conditions are satisfied for a smaller range of 
relative prices. Instead, Considine proposes using a linear logit model.33 Using the linear 
logit and US industrial energy price and expenditure data, Considine estimates own and 
cross price elasticities for petroleum, natural gas, coal, and electricity. Accounting for 
regulatory changes, he finds that coal has the strongest own price elasticity, followed by 
natural gas, electricity, and finally, petroleum. Furthermore, he finds a negative cross 
price elasticity for coal and natural gas, indicating they are compliments, while the 
positive cross price elasticity between petroleum and natural gas indicates they are 
substitutes. 
33
 The linear logit model estimates the shares, (Dj, 
ef. » 
as 0) — where f( = T]. + ^ (p.. In P . Differentiating the estimated equations, cross and own 
l y , 
H 
price elasticities can be found. See Considiene (1989) for more details. 
Building on the static linear logit model introduced by Considine (1989), Jones 
(1996) examined interfuel substitution in the industrial sectors of the G-7 countries. 
Using annual fuel consumption and price data, Jones estimates long run own and cross 
price elasticities for coal, oil, electricity, and natural gas. He finds that oil is the most 
elastic of the fuels, with own price elasticities stronger than -2 for all seven countries in 
his dataset. Coal was the next most responsive, with natural gas and electricity being the 
least responsive of the energy inputs tested. He also finds that no fuels are compliments 
and oil and gas have the largest cross price elasticities, significant in every country. 
More recently, Bjorner and Jensen (2002) looked at a more micro-level of 
substitution based on a panel made up of industrial companies in Denmark from 1983 
through 1997. Using two different functional forms - a translog cost function and a 
linear logit model - they estimate cross price and own price elasticities. They separate 
energy consumption into three inputs - fuels (coal, natural gas, and oil), district heating, 
and electricity. They find that there is a relatively low elasticity of substitution between 
electricity and fuels, between 0.2 and 0, while the elasticity of substitution for electricity 
and heating was higher, 0.5, and substitution between fuels and heating was the highest 
with an elasticity of 0.7. On a macro level, they find that the increase in electricity 
consumption by the industrial sector in Denmark between 1983 and 1997 could not be 
attributed to price, but was instead a function of structural and technological changes. 
One final note Bjorner and Jensen make is that micro-level data indicates a lower level of 
substitution than macro level data, which they attribute to aggregation bias in the macro-
level view. 
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Finally, Huntington (2007) examines annual industrial consumption of natural gas 
in the United States, evaluating long and short run own and cross price elasticities using 
an autoregressive distributed lag model. Huntington used lagged dependent and 
independent variables in his estimation including degree days, distillate or residual fuel 
oil prices, structural output34, a measure of natural gas shortages, and capacity utilization 
with the specific variables altered in five different model specifications. Huntington 
finds that natural gas has a short run price elasticity of -0.244 while the long run elasticity 
is significantly lower at -0.668. Cross price elasticity is shown to be larger with distillate 
than it is with residual fuel with short and long run elasticities of distillate equal to 0.121 
and 0.325, respectively. 
This paper adds to previous literature by taking a micro-level view of industrial 
natural gas consumers in Texas. It goes one step further by looking at specific industries 
rather than the sector as a whole. 
3. The Data 
The Texas State Comptroller requires "every first purchaser and/or processor of 
natural gas produced in Texas who takes delivery at the lease ... file a Natural Gas Tax 
Purchaser Report." This paper uses these monthly tax filings to examine the 
34
 Huntington (2007) develops a structural output measure to indicate changes in the makeup of industrial 
activity. This measure moves more quickly than output as production from energy intensive industries 
grows relative to production from other industries. 
consumption of natural gas across the industrial sector as a whole and then, based on 
NAICS codes, breaks down the filers by industry. 
NAICS codes are not readily available in the tax filings. However, the Texas 
Railroad Commission does provide information on natural gas utilities. For all other 
taxpayers NAICS codes were determined using one of three databases - Hoover's, 
Reference USA, and Webster's. Each database contained information on company 
names, addresses, industry codes, as well as other less pertinent information. For each of 
the three options a match was first attempted based on company name and address. If 
that was not available in any of databases, a match was found using the company name 
and city. The final method of matching was to use industry knowledge based on the 
company name to determine the general industry of the taxpayer. Of the 22,000 
taxpayers in the dataset approximately 2,900 of them are natural gas purchasers while 
20,000 are producers (approximately 900 are both purchasers and producers). Of these, 
NAICS codes were found for 2,200 taxpayers. Taxpayers with fewer than sixty 
observations (five years of operations) were excluded and only 1,961 ultimately ended up 
in the sample based on the number of available observations. 
The primary industry represented in the sample is crude oil and natural gas 
production. Other gas intensive industries represented in the sample are petroleum 
refining, chemicals, farming (this dataset specifically includes animal farming taxpayers), 
paper, and brick and clay manufacturing. Additionally, the sample in Texas includes 
investment firms as well as gas marketers and natural gas pipeline transport. These 
industries cover a broader group of end-users including residential and commercial. 
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Prices 
Two different prices are used in the models, depending on industry. First, I used a 
Henry Hub gas price, which represents the price consumers face in forward and financial 
transactions. And second, I used locational gas prices at four different pricing points -
Houston Ship Channel, NGPL South Texas, Permian, or NGPL Midcon.35 Depending on 
the nature of the industry tested, consumers may be more sensitive to financial, or hub 
prices, versus locational prices. 
Figure 3.4. Henry Hub NG Price vs WTI Price, Jan 1988-Aug 2008 
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Figure 3.5. Locational Basis vs Henry Hub, Jan 1988-Aug 2008 
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The location where each individual taxpayer consumes gas could not necessarily be 
determined based on their taxpayer address. The taxpayer was often located in a 
corporate office while the actual end user of gas was located elsewhere. Therefore, in 
order to determine which locational price was appropriate for each plant I used a stepwise 
nested regression with all four prices initially included and progressively eliminated the 
least significant location until only once price remained. 
Seasonal Indicators 
Monthly dummy variables were included to account for varying working days in 
each month (more consumption in months with more working days would be expected) 
as well as systematic production and maintenance schedules. Degree days were also 
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included to account for heating and cooling demand in the industrial sector. Because 
monthly dummy variables are included degree days measure the additional impact of 
temperature deviations from normal.36 
Other variables considered in the analysis included the sector-specific PPI and 
sector-specific industrial production. The PPI was included to determine the impact of 
other industry input prices, with the hypothesis being that higher input prices would 
decrease demand for other inputs including natural gas. Industrial production was 
included to estimate the impact of aggregate production from the industry under the 
assumption that higher industrial production at an industry level would lead to higher 
production from the sample. These economic indicators were included where available, 
which was all industries except financial investments, natural gas marketing, and natural 
gas pipeline transportation. Surprisingly, neither one was significant in any of the 
analysis. 
36
 Degree day data was readily available on a state-wide population weighted basis from NOAA as far back 
as 1992. However, the degree day data pre-1992 was calculated based on monthly average temperatures 
for 48 weather stations throughout Texas. Using the sum of the temperatures and the degree days 
calculated by NOAA the resulting degree day calculations were: HDD = 4E-08x3 - 0.0002x2 - 0.283x + 
1595.4 and CDD= 2E-08x3 + 5E-05x2 - 0.5533x + 788.12 where x= the sum of monthly average 
temperatures for all weather stations. Source: U.S. Historical Climatology Network. 
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4. The Model 
Cointegrating Equations 
While crude oil and natural gas are both integrated time series, they are 
cointegrated so a linear combination of the two prices creates a stationary error term37. 
These cointegrating equations are: 
e"
H
 = InHH, - 0.95InCrude, + 2.10 





 = InPerm, -0.9SlnCrude, + 2.24 (16) 
ef
5ra
 = InSTX, -0.99lnCrudet+2.22 
e"
sc
 = InHSC, - 0.96InCrude, +2.11 
The stationarity results from the individual prices and the cointegrating equations, (16), 
are in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1. Fuel tests for nonstationarity 
Price 
Test for InPrice 
Nonstationarity" 0ob P." 
Test for e r ro r 
nonstationarity3 
Crude 0.9806 -0.0039 0.0035 -
Henry Hub 0.7607 0.0183 -0.0120 0.0070 
NGPL South Texas 0.1996 0.0517 -0.0444 0.0000 
NGPL Midcon 0.1909 0.0501 -0.0448 0.0001 
Houston Ship Channel 0.3319 0.0451 -0.0354 0.0002 
Permain Basin 0.2695 0.0433 -0.0384 0.0001 
a
 M a c K i n n o n a p p r o x i m a t e p -va lue f o r t h e null h y p o t h e s i s tha t t h e variable is n o n s t a t i o n a r y . 
h
 T h e e s t i m a t e d equat ion is A l n P r i c e = P 0 + P l l n P r i c e + e 
37
 See Hartley et. al (2007) for more details. 
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Panel Data Model 
Using the cointegrating error terms as explanatory variables models explaining 
the volumes of natural gas demanded are estimated for the full panel of industrial 
consumers as well as subsets of firms by industry. A Hausman test was used to 
determine if a fixed effects or random effects model should be used for each of the 
industries. 
Table 3.2. Hausman tests results for fixed vs random effects by panel. 
Industry NAICS DF 
2 
1 I'>7.2 
Overall Sample All 17 2707.00 0.000 
Oil & GasE&P 211,213 17 1522.00 0.000 
Petroleum Refining 324 16 12.16 0.733 
Electric Power Generation 221 15 75.13 0.000 
Farming 112 15 4.67 0.995 
Concrete and Brick Manufacturing 238, 327 4 2.79 0.593 
Chemicals 325 4 18.64 0.001 
Natural Gas Pipeline Transport 486 6 87.28 0.000 
Paper 424 4 31.39 0.000 
Investmentsa 541 15 44.19 0.000 
Gas Marketing 523 4 29.62 0.000 
a T h e Hausman Test was done using the sigmaless opt ion which uses the covariance matr ix f rom the RE 
es t imator only and is asymptot ical ly equivalent to the standard Hausman test 
Only three panels had consistent results using a random effects model - petroleum 
refining, farming, and concrete and brick manufacturing. In these cases the estimated 
model is: 
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lnVolumei t = a + /3XIn Volume.1+ /32lnVolumeit_2 + j3ilnVolumei f_3 + Se\ 
+(px CDD + (p2HDD + ^y\month, + etl 
%Gas 
(17) 
In all other panels, including the overall sample, a fixed effects model was estimated, 
allowing the intercept, a, to vary across taxpayers. 
lnVolumei ,=«,.+ In Volumet f_, + (32lnVolumei t_2 + fijn Volume{t_3 + 5ef"x 
Where Gas is the location in some panels and is Henry Hub in others, noted in the results 
table below. 
6. Results 
Replacing the error terms in (17) and (18) with the cointegrating equations, we 
arrive at an own price elasticity equal to 5 while the cross price elasticity associated with 
the price of crude oil would be ninety-five percent of the own price elasticity in the case 
of Henry Hub38. Therefore, we would expect 8 to be negative in an industry that is 
responsive to gas-to-oil price deviations from the long run relationship. More negative 
values indicated increased ability for the firms in the panel to switch their input between 
gas and oil. 
+(p{CDD + <p2HDD + ^y)month, + eit (18) i,t 
38
 The coefficient in the Henry Hub cointegrating equation in (16) is 0.95, which is then multiplied by 8 to 
determine the cross price elasticity. 
Of the panels included in the model, four of them demonstrate the ability to 
substitute between crude oil and natural gas as inputs into production. The first, oil and 
gas exploration and production dominates the full panel. The full sample therefore has 
similar results to the oil and gas panel alone. The other industries that appear to have 
some substitutability are farming, concrete and brick manufacturing, and investments. 
Unlike some of the most gas intensive sectors, based on the NPC study, the farming and 
concrete and brick industries only use natural gas as a fuel, and not as a feedstock. This 
allows them to respond more to deviations in relative fuel prices. Investments, 
meanwhile, could represent any number of industries or overall financial decisions. 
These trades could represent financial investments that do not involve physical 
substitution such as speculative plays on the oil-natural gas price relationship, which 
would make the significance of price effects unsurprising. 
It is perhaps surprising that refining does not appear to be sensitive to deviations 
in the relative price of oil and gas inputs. Deviations in the relationship between oil and 
natural gas should drive decisions in the refining industry, since natural gas is an input 
and while crude oil itself is an input, the refined products are outputs. Therefore, given 
the strong relationship between crude oil prices and product prices, one would expect that 
positive deviations in the relationship between oil and natural gas would mean higher 
input prices with lower output prices and decreased refining activity. However, linear 
programs have been used very successfully to model decisions in the refining industry. 
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These lead to corner solutions rather than a continuous response to input and output 
prices, which is what is implicitly assumed in the linear formulation39. 
Another interesting note is that some industries are more responsive to local gas 
prices, which are driven more by regional fundamentals, while others are driven more by 
Henry Hub gas prices, which have a much larger influence from financial markets. 
Specifically, I conclude that farming and investments respond more to the hub price than 
local prices, possibly reflecting contracting behavior in the farming sector. On the other 
hand, concrete and brick manufacturing as well as oil and gas exploration and production 
are more responsive to local gas prices. This likely reflects that fact that the marginal 
unit of consumption (and production in the case of oil and gas E&P) is bought (or sold) at 
the local cash price rather than at a financially contracted price, meaning that consumers 
and producers in these industries hedge less than 100% of their demand. 
39
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Dynamic Panel Bias 
Nickell (1981) showed that the fixed effects model with a dynamic element to the 
dependent variable produces inconsistent results as N -> oo for a finite T. The 
inconsistency is defined by an expression of order O(T'). In the case of the full panel 
and the oil and gas exploration sectors specifically, N is significantly greater than T and 
this could become a problem. One solution is to use the Arellano-Bond (1991) 
estimator.40 The Arellano-Bond estimator relies on difference GMM, meaning that the 
dependent and independent variables are transformed into differences, and then a GMM-
style of instrumenting is applied to the lagged dependent variable. In the model, lags of 
the dependent variable, h.lnVolumet-1, are instrumented using further lags of the change 
in volume. However, rather than using a single lag as an instrument, there exists a set of 
instruments for each time period made up of as many as all past lags 41 Meanwhile, 
exogenous variables in the model are instrumented using a single set of instruments that 
do not vary across time periods, or typical IV-style instruments. 
The results of the Arrellano-Bond estimation are given below, in Table 3.4. 
40
 Another possible solution would be top use the Anderson-Hsiao estimator that uses first differences 
instead of levels. In that case the estimated equation is: 
InVolume. - InVolume [inVolume
 ( - InVolume. : i ] + - ] + <Pt [CDD - CDD | ] 
+rp. [HDD - HDD
 t ] + Y j month + e 
41
 STATA allows the set of instruments to be collapsed in order to limit the number of instruments. See 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































One problem with the Arrellano-Bond estimator is that it suffers from small 
sample bias as N becomes small, which is the case in all the panels with the exception of 
the full panel and the oil and gas exploration panel. Additionally, Bruno (2005) shows 
that the bias in the Arrellano-Bond estimator increases as the autoregressive behavior of 
the independent and dependent variables increases. Therefore, I used a biased-corrected 
LSDV estimator proposed by Bruno (2005).42 Bruno shows that, while inconsistent, the 
LSDV estimator is less biased than the Arellano Bond and Anderson-Hsiao estimators in 
small samples. Bruno expanded on work by Bun and Kivit (2003) which dealt with 
estimating the bias in balanced panels. Using a Monte-Carlo technique he found that the 
bias-corrected LSDV estimator has a lower RMSE relative to the more widely used IV 
estimator when N is small and the autoregressive behavior of the independent and/or 
dependent variables is strong. Using a variance-covariance matrix calculated via 
bootstrap methods, the results below compare the bais-corrected estimation of the LSDV 
with a single auto-regressive term. These results of the bias-corrected estimators and 
their LSDV counterparts are compared in Table 3.5. This method corrects for potential 
bias and inconsistency with the LSDV method and also confirms the results found using a 
simpler method of analysis. 
42
 Bun and Kivit (2003) developed a bias correction of order O(T ' ) for balanced panels. Bruno (2005) 
extended this by developing an indicator variable to include only observations where both t and t-1 are in 
the dataset. From this, he developed three different bias corrections ranging from O(T ' ) to 0(T"'N"2) for 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































After controlling for inconsistency in the dynamic panel data estimators and bias 
in the Arrellano-Bond estimators in the case of a small number of panels, the results are 
very similar in terms of which industries seem to be responsive to the deviations from the 
long run price relationship of crude oil and natural gas. For the full panel, heavily 
weighted toward oil and gas exploration and production, the Arrellano-Bond estimator is 
both consistent and unbiased, due to a large set of taxpayers. The results from this 
estimation show an own price elasticity of 6.8 in the case of the full panel and 7.5 in the 
case of oil and gas exploration and production. Additionally, the cross price elasticity, 
which is found using the cointegrating equations, ranges from 6.4 to 6.8 percent, 
depending on the locational gas price used. Again, the locational gas price has more 
impact than the hub in these two panels. 
While the Arrellano-Bond estimation is consistent and unbiased for the large "N" 
panels, such as the oil and gas exploration sector in our sample, it may biased for the 
remainder of the industries in this study. The coefficients in the bias corrected least 
squares results change little from the uncorrected analysis, especially in the case of panels 
with more than ten firms. 
A Hausman test was used to compare the results from the LSDV dynamic panel 
estimation with the bias-corrected results. It indicates that the bias correction is only 
necessary in two panels - natural gas pipeline transportation and natural gas marketing. 
In these panels, there is no switching effect in either the LSDV regression or the bias-
corrected regression. As a result of high standard deviations from the bootstrap method, 
only two industries show a significant demand response to the price deviations - farming 
107 
and financial investments. Without bias correction, electric power generation and 
chemicals production also showed a significant response, but with a positive response to 
positive price deviations. 
5. Concluding Remarks 
Independently of the econometric technique used to measure the impact of the oil 
and gas price relationship deviations on natural gas demand in various industries the 
results consistently show that oil and gas exploration and production is highly responsive 
to these price deviations. This could be indicating several factors. First, in oil and gas 
exploration, natural gas is a fuel rather than a feedstock, so the price deviations could 
indicate the ability to switch between fuels. Second, since the same companies explore 
both oil and gas their net gas consumption could vary based on their focus on gas 
exploration or oil exploration. 
In addition to oil and gas exploration farming and financial investments are also 
responsive to the price relationship. These, however, are more responsive to the Henry 
Hub price deviations than the locational gas prices, perhaps due to contracting behavior 
in the case of farming or non-physical investments in the case of the financial sector. 
While the industrial sector does not have the same capability to switch shown in the 
electric sector, this substitutability that exists in some industries still drives the long run 
relationship between natural gas and crude oil prices. 
108 
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